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I aa greatly indebted to Professor M.C. Kemp an4 Dr. K. Rivett 
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this thesis could not be written. However, I alone ao responsible 

for the mistakes that renain. 
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CHAPTm,t J 

10:twducti2p 

.. 

h:ternal iconoIQies (henceforth-abbreviated to 

E.E.) are not new in economic theory.. A,Marshall 

f'irst ~efined them as 11 those d6psnd6nt on tho 

gE>naral deVE;lopm\:mt of the industry". · These 

eeon~rniett tak~ the form of "improv6d organisation, 

improved msthods·· or machinery which arG accssQibls 
. ~-

to thE- whe>l6 industry 11 , "decvslopmGnt of meehatlioal · 

appliances of division of lnbour and of the means of 

transport and improved organ.is at1on of all.-ltinds 11 1 

"advances madG by subsidi~""'Y industr1GS.", 11g:row.th of 

. '-Oorrelat6d branches of indu.stri~s which LM"tl;allt 

assist one another, pa-hap:, being c-onccntrat1d in the 

same looali t1GS 11 , 11the growth of knowledge ,end the 

progrG_ss of the artsll, 11nawspapers and tr-ad~ and 
(1) 

te.chnical publications i:. 

Marshall u..sed the c0ncept 0f E.E. to _explain the 

falling indust:ry supply eurVG _;in t€rm.s consistent. 

w:J,th pE.rfGot]J compet:tti ve Gquilibri\il!l, ip which aaeh 

fii-m a;xpsrioncGs ristng marginal cost. Marshall's 

GXplanatio'n salvages com,psti tion, but implies the 

1. A.Marshall /J.3) pp. 266, 318, 615, 808, .615, 317, 
" ,,, 

266. 



inefficiGncy of the price mechanism: taxes and 

subsidiss are required to harnonise private with 

soc-ial products. 

With the c0oling down of th6 cost controversy, 

kindled by this conclusion in the 19201s, E.E. 

faded int,J the backgruund; but rs.ccntly, with the 

resurgence 0f intGrcst in econJai.c d6Velopnent, it 

has returned to the stage in a new and versatile 

rolG .. 

Modern concepts of E.E. _are still Marshallian: 

J. VinGr defines thm:i as "those which accrue to 

particular cJncerns as the result of the expansion 

uf output by their industry as a whole, and which 
(2) 

are ir:d6pendent 0f their 0wn individual outputs 11 • 

J.R0binson defin6s Ext€rnaJ. Econvmics in 

marginal terms: "When a nuw firo 6ntGrs the 

industry, it JJ.e.y emabl e all the firrns. to produce 

more cheaply, so that, while each produces at its 

mininura c1.vcro.gc c0st, the cost ..;f the ainir:1111:1 is 
(3) 

reduced". External Econooies are thus attributed 

2 

to new entry, which, by_adding output to_that of thG 

industry, ea.uses ths r.iarginal costs of coaponen:t 

firas to shift downward •. 

/ ]/,:-

2. J. Vines l.. 2~) p .217. 

3. J .Robinson ( 20) p. 31+0· 
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M.Flea.ing definGs ExtGrnal Econuo:i.es as any 

11incrcnGnt in dirGct nut product, in. net factor 

supply, in tax quantuo, in govdrnn6nt servic6s, in 

rn~t psychic incon6 7 in terns uf trade ••• which is 

brought about by the e.ctions of a particular firn,( 4) 

other than a change in its own direct net product". 

In this thesis, I shall retain the 1'.Iarshallian 

defini ti0n of ExtEirnal. Econooies as nthosG economcs 

(in thG forns of greater output, lower costs, better 

profit) which depend on the deVGlopnent of the 

industry (or industri6s), and the 6Xploitation of 

which no one firr.1 alone could 00nopolize 11 • 

Various types of E.E. will be classified (eh.II) 

according to their "nodus opEarandi 11 , and put to work 

in severn.l branches 0f ec :mouic theory= 

E.E. and the Marginru. Theory uf Distribution 

(Chapter III) 

E.E. and the allocation of resources (Chapt6r IV) 

E.E. and Investnent Techniques (Ch~pter V) 

E.E. and Balanced Growth (Chapter VI). 

,, -
1+. M.Fleoing l 6 J p .255-256 



Chapter II 

CL,ASSIFICATION OF ,EXTERNAL ECONOMIES 

"No oen i.s a law unto hicisslf. 11 · Simlarly, 

the ec0nooic nctivitiGs (c~nsuJption and productiJn) 

of a particular decision-caking unit (household, 

firo; governobnt) nay changG the econonic enviropoent 

in the light of which a second unit takes decisions. 

If the change is 11bGnefic1 al II tu the second unit, the 

activity of the first unit is said to gensrate an 

oc0nony; if it is "detrinenta.1 11 , the activity is said 

tJ generate a disec~nuny. WhGther the change is 

considered bt.neficif'.l Jr detrinental depends on the 

vcl.ues uf the beholder, the ecuno::Jist. And he will 

n0roally choose thc values of the second unit. 

BXTill{NAL ECONOMILS OF CONSUMPTION. 

The interdependence of the Consunption and 

consuopti0n plans of individuals and groups has long 

been known. The c0nsu~ptiJn uf a particular 

connodity by an individual or a group oay increase, 

decrease, ~r lcaVG unchangGd, the satisfaction of sorae 

others. A n0isy party; at which everyone enjoys 

hinself, ·. Ci.JUld be. a nuisancG t.:.- occupants of the 

flat nsxt door. Well kept gardens, beautiful lawns, 

nodern buildings, on the other hand, beside the 

enjoycent and confort th0y provide their· owners, are 

sooE.tir.:es s0urces of satisfaction, .. available free of 



charge, to p~ssGrs-by and tourists. Note, howGver, 

that the saoG uctivi-tiG.s cay gGnE.ratc E.E. to sane 

peopl6 and external dis-ec, .. mooie:s to others: a 

beautiful resicence cvnfers.E.E. of c0nsunption on 

passers~by, but oay c~use envy and disquiGtude to a 

neighbour who wants to "keep up with the Joneses'', 

and who feels uncu'.~~fortably inferior. The high in

cone and Cvnsuoption of sooe peuple ney give a 

person pain ur pleasure, and so oe~ his knowledge 

of pe0ple 1 s oiscry. All those cases are referred 

to as E.E. 0f C0nsuoption. In what follows, how

ever, I shall cuncentrate on the production side 

only. 

EXTERNAL ECONOMIES OF PRODUCTION. 

Production activities also gGnerate E.E. 

These nay be the effects of producers on consuners 

(E.g. Pigou's ex&~plc of factory snoke and laundry 

bills) and vice versa, but I shall confine oy 

attention to the interdependence 0f producers only. 

E.E. nay be defined as those econoIJic gains 

(in the faro of greater output, lower costs, or 

better prices accruing externally to the firns 

causing thon), which depend on the general develop

nent of the industry (industries) and which are not 

subject to exploitation by any one firo alone. 

, 



A distinction nay be nade betw~sn total, 

average and :Jarginal E.E. Total E.E. ar~. the 

total difference s~de to the output or revenue 

or .-profit. of a firn I by the total level uf 

activity.of s0ne other firn II. This diffsrence 

c, ... mld be r:eo.sured by subtracting the output which 

firr:.1 I would pr0duce or- the rev12.nue which it w0uld 

obtain if firo II- did not exist, fron the output 

it actually produces or the rcvenuG it actually 

obtains whGn fire II opE:.rates. For exanplG, if as 

a result-0f firn II achieving the level of product

ion x2, firn I,.· using thG sar:ie ar:iount of factors 

* *' 11 ,s1 as before, exp€riGnces an increase in its 

6 

* *' *. ** * * output x1 fron say x1 (11 ;s1 ) to _x1 (11 ; s1 , x2J, then 

** *· .· the diffGrGnce x1 -x1 is a ncasurG of total E.E. If 

the level uf production x2 results in a downward 

* shift of firn I's total cost curve fron say c1 (xi-). 

** to C1 (x1,x2) and in a consequent adjustcent of out-

·* . ** put x1 se.y fron x1. t_o x1 , so as to cquatG narginal 

c0st and reVGnuo again, then total E.E. nay be 

neasured by the vertical distance (AB in fig.I or 

ab tii:.16S Xr·itl fig.lf.)· bGtween the tWJ total cost 

** curves, currGspondi.hg t0 th~ new lGVel X1. 



C . 
I 

1-------x-',,*---'x"'"~-~---,---~> x., 
I I **) 1 1 Whether AB (corresponding to X1 or A B 

(corresponding * to x1) in fig. 1 is chosen a.s a 

measure of total E.E. is a matter of definition. 

The difference between AB and A1Bl may not be very 

* ** great anyhow, especially when x1 anq. x1 are··close 

to each other. 

7 

Average E.E. are obtained by dividing total E.E. 

by the number of units of x2, i.e. 

*'ft** .. * * * x1 l l 1 , s 1 , x2 )_ . .- x1 ( 11 , s 1 ) (in fig .1) 

in each casG. Average E.E. are rather difficult to 

calculate, as it is not Gasy to single out the exact 

contribution to output or revenue which is madG by 

each factor of production. It is easier to work at 

ths margin: When all the factors of production of a 

firm are held constant, and the output produced, or 

factors used, by another firm are allowed to vary 

slightly, any differGnce made to the output or revenue 

of the first firm, as a result of this infinitesimal 

change, may be taken to be a measurG of marginal B.E. 

Of cuurse·, this· differencEi may be neg0:ti ve, positive 
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or zero, dGpending on whGther the.re .s%:ist .uxt~:rn~ 

disecon0mies, econoini:ss or no ecJnomies at- all, i.e. 

no int£rdependc.nc€ betwGen the two produeers·in 

question. 

'Luo Marginal E.E. may imply· compl€te absence of E.E., 

but oay also indicate the point where all E.E. have 

been fully exploited, i.e. stationary values of the 

total E.E. curve. Second order conditions are norm~ 

ally needed to det€.rmine whether total E.E. are at a 

maximum or minimum at that point. Where avGragc E.E. 

are indGpendent Jf the scale of firm II' s operation, 

1.e., total economies arG proportional to this. scale 

of opGration, the disttnction between the average and 

marginal E~E. is futile, since th6y are the same. 

But when average B .• E. vary with firm II' s scale of 

operation, the two diverge: Marginal ill.E. are greater 

than average E.E. when the latter ·are an increasing 

function of firm II' s scale of operation,· and Vice 

versa. .Average E .E. ne6d not be a· straight line: 

they may be· scalluped, fluctuating 0r· discontin\l.OUS; 

in which cas6, marginal :G.E. would follow the same 

pattern. 

E.E. may be technological or pecuniary, factor

or output-genGrated, and static or dyn.a.m.c. They may 

also be exar:iined sep·arately for the c·asc;;s of pE.rfect 

and ir:1perfect co:npeti tion in factor and product -carkets. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL. AND PECUNIARY EXTERNAL ECONOMIES 
. (1) ·... . ..•... · .. 

Technological E.E. are the diffe·re.rrnes ·:oade 

tJ output xi:. of a firn by the pres€nce of output x2 

pr0ducGd by, or factors l2,s2 used by, somG other 

firn II, within or vutside th6 industry. This inter

action is dirGct and 6Xt1;:;rne.l to the narket 

uechanisn: pr0ducts and factors are all ncasured 

in appropriate physical units, and both factor costs 

and pr.Jduct prices are lGft out of acc0unt. If 

firn II could appropriate all his product x2 or 

charge firn I for this favourable interaction, there 

w_;uld be no ~.s.: the notion of E.E. inplies 

in-appropri ability. 
(2) 

TI:conoaies of this type are called, after Viner., 

Technological External :Gc0nomes, because firn II 

affccts th6 technological conditions of firn I's 

pr0duction directly, without the interraediun of 

oarkct prices. This interaction helps reduce the 

(1) Where the effc;.cts of ons producer on anotp£r are 

detrinental or neutral, there exist External Dis~ 

econooies, and neutr.al ecvnooics respectively. These 

cay be considered as the sp&cial cases where E.E. are 

negative and zero respccti VE.ly. I use E.E. in this 

gbneral ~:1Ganing. 

(2) J. Viner, [29) p.213 
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technological coefficients: the sar1s leVGl of output 

could be produced by using less of each factor ll?s1 ; 

or alternatively, th€ use of the sa:.1e anount of each 

factor now enables the production of a larger output. 

This reduction in productiun cobfficient nay bo neutral 

in tho sens~ that each factor is saved in the sane 

proportion; but it oay W6ll be biased towards labour, 

or capital saving. Marshall's exaoples of 11iaproved 

organisation, ioproved wethods, the growth of know-
(1) 

ledge, trade and technical publications" consequent 

"on the general developm~nt of the industry" nay be 

illustrations of technological E.E. 

The picture nay be sharpened by introducing 

oarginal L.E. The devclopocnt of the industry (in

dustries) is only possible if at least one fire 

expands its sc~ie of productiun, or at least one new 

firo is established. If this "r:iarginal" firn enables 

the existing fir::1s to produce nore efficiently, it 

will create narginal technologicru. E.m. In the case 

where this reduction in technological coefficient is 

due to innovation, it cay be called innovational E.E. 

Pure researc_h ;J.ay be considered as an invisible 

connod1ty 1 costly to produce. But once it has been 

coopleted and its results have been published, it 

. . ... , ......... . 

(1) A •. M.arshall, ~l} p_.61_5' and 808 
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bsconGs oorc or lGss a. free good susceptiblo of. 

various applications. The adoption of new oethods 

0f producticn by applicntion of these results will 

save factors and actualize innovati::>nal E.E. 
(l) 

Pr0fessor Meade 1 s unpaid !actor· case is another 

illustration of technological E.E.: in producing 

apples, the apple faro6r also pruvides free food for 

bees. The increase in h0ney output without a 

corresponding increase in f ~.ctors used, is due to 

the increase in apple blossoos. 

Assune tw0 firns pr0ducing x1 and x2 respectively, 

using the SaIJG fQctors 1 and s. If the scale of 

operation of x~ influences the production of x1, say 

if part 0f x2 or its by-product, now bsc0oes a free 

factor of production of x1 , the two production 

functions aay be written as: 

Xl • f(l1,s1,x2) 

x· 2 = g(l2,s2) • •• (1) 

and thGir isoquants shown in the following. diagra.us: 

l, l.i. 

~i.:~.,s?~) ·~u X. 2. 

:e*{R u) 
. it 

t ,,!I., • .ll:a., 
,x,.a.. 

0 
~i'): 2 

f, 0 . t,,. 3 
---:St, 

(1) J.E.Meade (11+) pp. 51+ - 67. 
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In fig. 2, E:.!'..ch faoily vf x1 isoquants (only one Jf 

which, xt,. is sh'?wn) corresponc~s to a giVGn level of 

production x! in fig. 3. If x2 confers technological 

E.E. on x1, an increase 1n·x2 (fron isoquant x2 to 

with x~*) x!) nay be represGnted as rGducing the 
* . production coefficisnt of x1, i.e., the x1 leVGl 

cuuld be pruduced with less 0f each factor, as 

indicated , in fig. 2, by a downward s.hift of 
* ** ** * ** x!(11,s1 ,x2) to x1 (11 ,s1 ,x2 ), with x1 : x1 • 

** **) On the other hand, isoquant x1 (11 ,s1 ,x5 , belonging 

to a differGnt fePily to xt, does not have to lie 

entirely below x{: it nay cut it fron above or below, 

i.e., technological ~.E. need not be neutral: they 

cuuld be factor-saving or -using. 

We have been concerned so far with direct or 

technological E.E. WhGn the effects of a level of 

production x2 are felt by the reVGnue or profit of 

sui:.16 other firn I throur.,h narket r.1echanisn, on the 

other hand, there is a case of pecuniary external 

ec0nomes. These takG the forr:1s of better factor 

and/or product prices. 

Chang GS in factor prices are often identified with 

E.E.. As the industry exprmds, f~.ctor-supplying firns 

nay lienefi t, in their Gxpansion, fron lower product

ion c0sts, if thGy are pr0ducing under conditions of 

increasing r~turns. These wuuld be partly or totally 
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passsd on tu thGir C\l.sto::16rs in the forr1S of lowGr 

factor prices •. 

'------......... ----. () f1 4KI 1~'"') OU "r O x, {:1 !) 
If x2 confers pecuniary D.E. on x1 , then a higher 

** ** *) level of x2 , say x2 · ·(with x2 > x2 , would cause the 
. * 

long run averag6 cost LAC1 (fig.4) to shift downward 

** to LAc1 · • There exists one LAC1 corresponding to each 

level of industry output, changes in which are brought 

about by the entry of new firns or by thG expansion of 

existing firIJs •. (Here, that narginal firn .causing the 

changG and E.E., is referred to as firn II, producing 

* ** x2). Th6 vertical difference between LAC1 and LAC1 

is a i'.1easure of pecuniary E.:3. in ter::1s of cost 

savings, and the difference nade to the industry supply 

is the i:'.l.Gasureoent of :3.E. in terns vf 0utput. Industry 

cos.ts would be lower as can be seen fron fig. 5 (where 

i1 and B correspond to· a and b (fig. 4) respectively). 

It is easy. to see that rising firns 1 1:mrginal costs 

( at a and b in :fig. 4) both before and a.ftt.r the shift 
·' 

is cuopati ble with .f9.lliilg industry narginal cost, 1.e., 

constant .returns. to scale. at firns I level ( at a, b) 

undGr perfect coo.petition with external econonies·, are 
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quite compatible with increasing returns to scale at 

industry level. This explains why a firm benefiting 

from E.E. cannot expand to the point of becoming a 

monopolist. 

If a and b (fig.4) are the points .corresponding 

to actual levels of production of the firm, AB ·fs the 

supply curve of the industry, the negative slope of 

which reflects E.E. Note that A_,.B}- ••• is the locus 

of all the relevant points on the rising supply curves 

of the industry (not shown), corresponding to each 

number of component firms and each level of their 

production. Where price is determined depends on the 

industry demand curve. So long as the latter cuts AB 

from above, stability obtains. If it cuts AB from 

below, the system is condemned to eternal instability; 

and if it coincides with AB, the system brsaks down 

under the weight of indeterminacy. Note that AB may 

eVE;ntually reach a minimum and start rising, which occurs 

when E.E. have been fully exploited. Note also that 

LACr*(fig.4) nesd not be equidistant from LAC~ at every 

point: LAc!*• s minimum point may well lie to the right 

of the vertical going through LAC! 1 s minimum, whi eh 

implies that x1 not only benefits from costs savings, 

but also from increasing returns: at the actual level 

** of production, LAC1 oay be increasing and LAC1 constant 

or falling. 
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The reooval of th6 assumption of ·perfect 

c01~peti tion would not invalidate the analysi_s: when 

firms ar-G free ·to fix" thei-r pri·ces, and· with unchanged 

deraand conditions, lower cost conditions due to E.E. 

would gGnerally mean larger output,· tower prices and 

botter profit, dG.pending on ths price Giastici ty of 

demand. 

Beside the fore of lowering production costs, 

pecuniary E.E. cay als-0 tak6 the fora of raising of, 

and increasing the denand for, the product of the 

beneficiary fires. The expansion of x2 is nornally 

ass-Jciated with a fall in its price p2• A lower P2 

would cause the deoand (d1) for X1 to increase (decrease) 

if x1 and x2 are conpleoents (substitutes). In the 

conplenentary case, p1 would normally rise unless the 

supply of x1 is infinitely elastic. This ceans a better 

revenue (R1 ) for firm I, and, under unchanged cost 

conditions, a better profit (P1 ). Even if a higher 

price p1 in noney terns d:)6S not obtain, a fall in P2 

nay still be a stioulus to the expansion of x1, as Pi in 

teros of ~2 (i.e. £i) 
P2 

is better. All these are foros of 

pecuniary E.E. 

The incune effGet of· the fall in p2 need not be 

confined to X1 and x2, but could be spread on the denand 

for other coIJ1J.odi ties which will expand in respons·e. 

This expansion pattern nay be effected at the cost of 
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contraction uf the industry producing thG substitutes 

of X2· . This GXpansion-c,:mtraction pattern n0rr1ally 

hns eff€cts on relativG·factor pricGs, excGpt in the 

unlikely case where expansion just offsets contraction, 

and f~ctor proportions are thG sauti in both the 

CJntracting and expanding industries. 

The dissection of E.E. into technulogical and 

pecuniary is rathGr arbitrary: overall E.E. nay be 

zero and yGt there oay exist either technological or 

pecuniary E.B. or both, but they may be offset by 

external disec0noaies; or technological economes nay 

be offset by pecunim'y diseconoaies, and vice versa. 

-For exa.;.J.plG, as output x1 increases due tu an expansion 

of output x2, the price Pl of x1 nay fall, lGaving 

revenue (R1) and profit (P1 ) of firo I unaffected, 

·i.e., there are zero overall E.E. in spite of the 

presGnce Jf technological E.E. Sinilarly, costs savings 

realisGd in the production of x1 due to x2's expansion 

oay be watched by a fall in p1 , leaving R1 and P1 

unaffected. Better prices (p1 ) ony be difficult to 

cletsct: as p2 falls,. nn unchanged price p1 really 

ioplies a b~tter·~~-and is a stiQulus to the expansion 

of x1 : there exist E.E. in real terns, not in ooney 

terns. Moreover, lower production costs, usually 

identified w1 th pecuniary E.E.·, could be the result of 

either technological or pecuniary E.E. or both. Lower 
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costs cuuld be a foro. t;i ther uf technological or of 

pecuniary E.E •. Lower factor prices oay bs the result 

of technolagical iopr0vcosnts realised in x2 product

ion,ic., pecuniary E.E. nay be the results of 

technological E.E. 

Th6 best we:y to express overall E.E. is perhaps 

to rsfGr tu the profit function (Pi) of the firo. 

benefiting fron E •. E.: 

• • • • (2) 

Where P1 = Profit of firn I 

l1,s1 = factors uscid in firn I 

~. = output of each firo. (i = 1,2) 

MorG explicitly, profit (P1 ) nay be written as 

the differ$nce betwGcn total r6Venue (R1 = P1X1) and 

total cost (C1(l1,s1,x2)), i.e. 

Pi= P1X1(l1,s1,x2) - C1(l1,s1,x2) ••• 
The eff6cts of x2 on P1 , oeasuring output

gGnerated E.E., could be expresssd as: 

d.P1 = P/x1 

~ o½ 
where only the 

oC1 
E.E.; 0½ and 

pure pecuniary 

+ x1( oP1 ox1 + op1) - oC1 • • • (2b) 
ox1 ox2 0~~ ox2 

first tern P1 ---1 is pure technological 
xoP1.ox1 . ox2_ oP . 
1-- ---- are mxed and x1 ---1 is ox1 . O½ · ox2 

E.E. 
op . 

Now..:::1.< 0 ox 
1 ~x1 d oC1 f th as a ru e.; ...,.,....... > 0 an _ < 0 or e 

. OX oX 
case of .E.E. and vice vers& for BxtE.rnfil disecononi6S; 

0P1 is positive if x1 and x2 are conplenentary 

~ negative if they arG conpetitive goods. 
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Under perfect coc1p6ti tion, any single firn is too 

soall to affE.ct pr0duct pricE., i .G., p1 is a constant, 

and (2b) bGCOL6S 

a :::arginalist 

dP oC 
_:_j, = p ox1 _ _j_ • • • • (2c) 

d.x2 1 - ox 
concept which i~1fl.udes b6th tGchnological 

and pecuniexy E.E. Th€ profit function is thus·an 

indicator of 0verall i.E. 

It is easy to sGe that profit (P1 ) nay be 

unaff6cted if t~chnologicnl E.E. arG neutralised by 

pccunia:ry f-:7·xtt:,rnal Disccon::.>~:1i.6s, and vice versa. Thus, 
i:t!tiio'-'1h. Gl 500 ,·~rJ,'cet.lor ot-
\loverall 3.E., alths1Y:gh a....good ?ncliee.tor--&!!- profit 

voir,'ou~ K,'•t~~ of 
function, as a ncans of dctecting/8xternal Econoaies, 

is a poor discrir.1i.nat~ 

~Q!QR AN~.Q.Q_ITUT-GENERATED EXTERNAL ECONOMIES. 

Technological and pecuniary E.E. may be either 

factor, or output-generated. When the level of 
output produced in firrn 11 favourably affects firm 

I's profit (P1), E.E. are output-generated. The 

examples given so far in the above section arc all 

of this kind~ 
When the factors used in the production of x2 

directly influence the production (X1) or revenue (R1) 

of the beneficiary firm I, there arc factor-generated 

E.E., i.e. 
1
1..--..~ j 81.,..--- . 

~: = ,, ___ r __ · --x1 

or more generally, P1 = P1 (11 , s 1 , 12 s 2) where P1 is 

the profit function, which takos into account both 

technological and pecuniary E.E. 
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Factor-generated technological E.E. mey bo 
roprcsontcd in figure 6.:· Tha fe~oursblo effect of 
a change in the level of f6ctor (12 or s 2 ) used in 

firm 11, sey from 1~ to l~* (with 1~* > 1~), 

-- f(11,s1 ,12*) 

~--- f(1 1,s1 ,12) 

0 ------------ 12 

Fig. 6. 

mey be shown as causing the production function to 
shift upward, thus increasing the productivity of the 
f~ctors of production of tho beneficiary firm. It is 
left to the rcedc r to v isua liso the ccs e of fr, c tor 
gonoretod pocunisry E.E., 8nd the more general cEsc of 
factor goncrstcd overall E.E. es roprcsontod by 

Pl (11 ,s 1 ,12 ,s2 )o ·whore thoro ero fector-gcncrated 

E.E., x2 is to be ~entelly replaced by 12 end/or s 2 

in the previous section (pp. 10-19). For example 
(2a) on page 11 is to be read: 

P1 = P1X1 (11, s1,:·2~s2) - C1(l1,s1,l2,B2) ••• (2d) 

an~ the results (2c) on page ii aro to be read as~ 

dP 1 0x 1 oC1 dP1 nx1 0c1 ( ) 
- - p • • • • • 2e 

d12 -. 1 hl°2 - 012 ' ds2 = P1 ?s2 - os2 
The lm..,•oring of cost ( c1) due to the love 1 

of factors (12 ,s2 ) used by firm 11, mey be shown in 
figure 7. 

Ei.1C 1 
Fig. 7 

0 
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EAC1 represents the locus of the various average 

costs curves of firm 1 corresponding to the actual 

level of x1 , given G8ch level of 12 or s2 usod •. 

EAC1 is dovmweria sloping by tho 8Ssumption of E.E. 

The ractc st which EAC1 fE:11s depends on whether 

x1 is produced under constant or dccrcBsing or 

increcsing costs in the sbscncc of E.E. 
Tho horizontal oxis could in fact be split 

up into 12 ora s 2 snd x1 axes: EAC1 is G function 

of both the scelo of production of x1 end tho level 

of factors 12, s 2 usod by firm 11. 

If the horizontol axis of fig"! 7 roprosontod 

X1 only, the effects of E.E. could be shown, es 

before, by a downvrnrd shift of the E.AC1 : the re exists 

s different EAC 1 curve corresponding to each level 

of 12 or s 2~ 

Noto thEt the distinction between factor 

and output-generated E.E. is meaningful only when 

factors are partly substitutable: when the 

prioduction function sdmits of a unique factor 

combination, output-gcncrBtod E.E. arc also factor

generated E. E. 
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ST_,-.TIC .. ~ND DYN:a~nc .;.JCT:~k ~CONOMI~§, 
• • 

:.xturntl 3c,.mwr:.iit-S 121.y r\1S;__; b(; cl -::i.ss:l.fi(;d int__: 

st~tic an( c1ynn::.:ic, which, in turn, :::.ry be tGchno1og-

1c2.l 8r pt;cunic.ry, f nct..;,r ur uutput--t~ncratcc.. 

Str.tic :;.:..:,. arc thos6 which arG c.;nsic~er\,;c1 ns 

~ccruing instmtly: thb pr .. cess 0f ~cjust.:.E.nt, the 

ti=b path Jf thes6 afjust~bnts as WGll ~s thG aff~cts 

of x2 1 s past history on x1 or revGnue (R1 ) or profit 

(P1 ) uf thb ~:>6nefici e.l'Y firl:., ( I) n_re nll tGlescupt:d. 

Th6 :;:,.::;. c, .. ms id6r6c~ s ., f nr are all ste.tic. For E::lXenplc, 

the procuctiJn or pr0fit functions uf tho bcn€ficiary 

fire 

x1 = f(l1 ,s1 ,x2 ) 

P1 ~ P1 (11 ,s1 ,x2 ,12 ,s2 ) 

L:ply that e.s x2 or 12 ,s2 appGar, x1 or P1 ~.re nff6ct,c;;d 

without delay. · 1,llth6SG variables belong to the sru:ic 

the past bEhaviour of x 2 , l~s2 6Xbrts no influ~nce on 

curr<;;nt x1 ur P1 • In fact this is E.'..n uV6rsii::plification 

in L!ony ce.SbS. Th1;; c,..,ncept o_f dyna::ic E.:ii:. takes the 

atjust-~t:.nt pr0cess int0 account, 

Th6re exist dyn&J.!Q i,.4. whsnever thE. product, 

revcnUG, c0sts, u:r -,:1,./r6 ge.p.Gfally profit uf a fir:o. is 

dep~ndent c.,n, a~vr;s 0tbe;r-· fact0rs, the uutput produced, 

vr f act0rs usu~, by s0~1.;:; other fi;r:.:.:. E',t s~G;a pr6Vious 

Fvr 6Xa:.:ple 



or using the profit function: 
T 

Pit -= Pi (lit, sit, t .x,? __ t) 
where xi ~ ou~'p,i~ (i = t,2). 

P1 :: Frlifi t 0f the bGneficiary firn 

1. s = factors 0f producti 0ri 
' 

If thsse tL.:.6 periuC:s arf.. short snGugh, W6 :~:sy 
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cvnsid.6r thE. re.tc Jf change ;.)f ti::.:G e.s c ontinuuus, i.e. 
T ' 

x1 ( t) = f (11 ( t) , s1 C t) , ~ 2d tJ 
-oo T 

or Pl(t) = Pi(l1{t)1s 1 (t)·, 1"w~x2d~ 

WhE;..re w is Wf..i3hted average 

Pure rE;sGarch is e.n exa.r:~ple. uf dynru:ti.c ii.~. 

RbSc~rch is an ~utput, costly to pruC::.uce, but und6r 

present insti tutiuns, it is nut always ::.:.arkct ,.,._bl6. 

Th;.;.r6 usu9.lly is a tL.:16 le.g b<:.twGE.n invf..ntion and 

innovations, which gives z.:.:;. a dym:,:Jic character. 

~·· firr.! ·which cmters th€ inc'.ustry in an este.blished 

area would bcnefi t, free of charr,6, fr02:.1 the 1 abour 

f urcs alrGac:y trainee::. in previous peri0ds by pioneering 

firos. That is an illlistrs.tion of f actor-L,enGr/3.ted 

dyn&J.ic tE.ql:moloi:,ical E.E. 

Suppose th8.t in the absi;;ncE:. of •.-:, 

..,;, o.i::I • ' output x1 grows 

alon6 ~~B (fiJ.6). With B.:J., it will grow say along 1.c. 

Figure 8. 

0 +.;mn 
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Thl,re is a dif fer6nt .i1C line c0rx6sponcling tu €!:1.Ch 

lsVE.l of productiun end rat~ of growth of J.C2 _ over. ti::.1e. 

i.13 n6ec~. not b6 a straight and horizontal line: it j_:J.ay 

grow at an GXponGntiel rat6, i.e. upward slopim:,, ..:;r 
. '! 

decline e.t a certcin r a.t6, i. 6. duwnwe.rc':. slopin6 , in 

which casG .~C would h::we to be adjusted upward or c1own~ 

we.rd accordingly. 

Dyn:'Llic pecuni 1.ry GXhi bit _:uch the s a:.:ie 

features: there is a tLJ.6 12.g betweE.n thE. expnnsion of 

the industry (cue to the increasG in th£ output Jf nt 

l6ast one firo, ..>le:'. 0r nE.w), and th6 ti:.1e its eff 6cts on 

the profit function of the bbn~ficinry fir~s are felt; a 

tine 18..t, between the ft,11 in production costs -9.nd 

pruduct price rE.Vision. Those pecuni~ry L.E. which take 

the fjrns ~;f cost s2.vings :-1ay be pictur6c"i. '3.s giving the 

beneficiary fir::::'s lonb run av.6ra:::,b cost curve a fallin2, 

tine sh2.pe. In Fi.;. 9, -~c1 in the e.tsence 0f E.E. is 

shown ty th€ top line C1(1!,sl) mid in the presence of 

.:::; • .i1., by th6 b0tt0r:.1 line. 

0 ·------------,----
time 0 

fig. 9 fig. 10 

The top linG need not be n h0rizontc.l strai6ht line, 

of c0urs e, it nay be upw?.rd or duwnward sloping, in 

which c~.se the bi,.>tt0=. line \v Jule:. he.V<;. to be nc1justed 
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accordingly. For a horizvntal top line, the bott0n 

line ~J.?.Y bE.· scall,Yp6d, fluctuating, or ':...:ny r€.ach a 

'.:lini:J.UD.· anc: start rising, which L:iplies that 3 .. E. i:1ay 

evsntually 1)c fully .sxpl-...1i tE.d. Newspnp6rS, technical 

publications etc., 0 :Jing hanc. in hand with the general 

devclop1.11;..nt ...i industriE.s, p?.rtly c-.ccount for this fall 

in c;sts over ties. 

One of the ch~racteristics of dyne-Die E.3. is cost 

irrev;;;;rsi bili ty. In thE. li tGre.ture, fig .10 is usually 

c:rawn t'--' show 1rrcversibili ty: i.s x1 contrei.cts, avGragc 

cost (AC1 ) woulG not follow the path it has taken in 

fallins duwn when output expands. Blsewhere, it is 

said that th6 falling supply schedule nust b6 interpreted 

as shuwing _pric6 as e:. function of thG quantity supplied, 

not vice versa, as it ~:akes no sense to s ey that ~-t 

lower prices firas would be willing and prepared to 

supply nore. 

I trdnk a ~uod de~l uf confusion c0uld be avoided, 

if we split the horizontal axis of fig. 10 into x1 and 

til:.1e axis. \fuen tLJe is kept fixed, and .. ~c1 is a 

function of output elone, the cost curve is perfectly 

rev6rsi ble, pr .:vided plants and ::1achineri(;;S a.re aeccano 

sets which could be asse::~bled, dis2antled and reasse_:blcd 

8.t no costs and in no tL:::e. Contracting output W.Juld 

then scan hi 6her unit costs and prices. That is the 

ca.sG uf ste.tic :i;.S. with cost revE-rsibili ty. liJhGrc 
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both output and ti.~16 are allowed to ve.ry, a f cJ.1 

in costs coulc' .it.an a ti'.·1e lon6 6nou 6 h for tsstes to 

be .changed, technical know how to be acquired 

both froa the fir:.1 1 s own expE.ri6nce 2.nd fron 

th::-t of the industry, overhead invest:1ents to be 

undertaken, population to 6row. Contracting 

output to a s:w.aller scale need not, and usually 

does not, :1ean hiGher costs: costs behave as if 

they he.V6 forgotten the level which they em.ergs 

fror,1 and are quite willing to le.nd back on sor:.ie 

other spot on a lower level. That is dyna::1ic E.E. 

with cost irreversibility. 

Like static dyna1Jic pecuniary 

could be brought about by ch,mge in product price. 

As P2 falls, x1 would be d6i:.ianded in greater 

quantity if x1, and x2 are coc:.1ple,:1ent2.ry. . It 

usually takes ti,:ie for this co:.:iplo ,entari ty to be 

dev6loped or discovE.red. That is Eirsch':ien' s 
(1) 

;'entailed vJants 11 • These tL:.1e lags ·-.iake the 

dynanic ~.E. 

The above classification of 3 .. 3. adopted here, 

i~perfect as it is, has the ~erit of sepatating the 

direct and ::.iarket interdependence of producers, 

and are useful in the applications which are to 

follow. 

--------~---- _______ ... ______ _ 
(1) :i.O.Hirschman l_8J p.68. 
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OF DISTRIBUTION 
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The ~·Iarginal Theory of Distribution r.ests on the 

proof tha.t if all factors of production are rewarded 

accordini?, to the values of their .•.1arginal product, then 

the total product will be exactly disposed of. The 

"adding up" proble1i.1 goes back to the classical 

"residual II theory which cor.siders rent and profit as 

residues left over when the other factors have received 
. (1) 
their . .1arginal product. Subsequsntly an attenpt was 

Ba.de to prove that ths residual rent or profit are also 
(2) 

r€nt or profit as iJarginal product. 

The next developcent is to preuise and assume product 
(3) 

exhaustion, based on fixed coefficients of production. 

~uler's theorem has been used to prove that if the 

production function is hor;iogcneous of first degree, i.e., 

there is constant roturns to s cal.e and if each factor is 

paid its , . .1arginal product, total product is coillpletely 

exhausted. Discussions are generally confined to perfect 

co ;!petition, a.s undE.r .i.ionopoly, constant rE. turns to scale 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

,I' ' ~.Berry flj pp. 923-924. 
',I' 

J .Chapoan (3J PP.• 523~28 .. 
; ' 

L.Walras \30I 
··~ ~ 

I" 
K.Wicksell l3~ 
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do not nor~ally obtain. 
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In what fallows, an attcapt will be ::iade to show 

in a sL!1plified ;:Jodel of pt.rf €.ct co:;ipeti tion in both 

factor and product ·J.arkets, the i1:1plications of :8.Z:. 

for th6 ~arginal Productivity theory of Distribution. 

L1agine two firms producing identical or diff erE.nt 

products (e.g. milk, or rJilk and wheat). The scale ar 

operation of thsse firas is assu1:1ea. to be too S':Jall to 

affect factors and products' prices. In equilibrium, 

only norual profit is earned, and ths scale of production 

is indicated by the point of tangency betwsen AC and the 

horizontal Deaand curv€. Constant returns to scale 

prevail at that point. 1,-Je know that if sach factor is 

paid its :.D.arginal product (which happ€ns to be equal to 

average product at that point of tangency), total 

product is exactly disposed of. ::uler's thGore::1 is very 

adequate for the purpose of explaining this. 

Let x1 = products (i = 1,2) 

li,Sifi = factors 

A = constant 

---~------------- --· ·--------------·- ·---~,.----
(1) F'or a review of the thGori-Gs of dis~ 

J.Robi:r...son 1191 pp.398-414. 
' ' 

' ' 

. .,. ' 
st.r,ler ~27 ~ 

(2) The only case where constant rE.turns to scale obtain 

under uonopoly is that in which the Llonopolist 1s 

~arginal cost and ~a~ginal rbvcnue intersect vert

ically underneath the -~1ini..:.iuu point of his av6rags 

cost curve. 
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If ths two pr1.Jducti on functions 

xi = xi ( li , si , ci) •••• ( 1) 

arG both ho;:1.ogeneous of degrGe one in all 11 ,si ,ci, 

we have, froa ~uler's theoreJ: 
ox. l + ox. ox. 

X - l. • l. l. • • • • • i- -i -·s+-c 
oli osi i ooi i 

( 1 a.) 

i.e. if factors are rGwarded accordingly to their 

_Je,rginal product, output will be e:xh2.usi"ed. For a 

verification, xi ::my be given a f orL1 of, say, Cobb-
- ctf S~ Yi ( ) DoutSle.s function ~ - Ai Ii s1 oi i = 1,2 

co;:iplet6 exhaustion of products will follow fro::1 the 

assunption of houo~6neity i.G. of a, + ai+v. = 1~ 
l. l. 

If xi confers~-~- on x1 and thGre is only one 

factor (li) used in each firo (the gGneralisation to 

the nany-f 2.ctor case will be ::Jade later), each 

producing under constant r~turns to scalb, the two 

production functions .Jay b€ written a.s 

Xl: f(l1,X2) 

X2: g(l2) ••• (2) 

where f and g are ho·1ogeneous of dE.gree one in 11 ,x2 

ruid in 12 resp£ctively. 

Co_.1psti ti on will ensure the equalisation of factor is 

reward (w) in both fir:1s, i. s. 

w = fl = pgl 
1 2 

f of 
wher; 11 = hl1 ; gl = 2K.. 

2 012 
p = _g_ i. e., the first 

p 
chose! as unit .. 

oommodi ty is .l 



In fact, 12 does contr'i bate to the production of x1 as 

211 argument of x2 in (2), and is not rewa~ded for it 

under laisser faire co2petition (3).a To do justice 

to th6 factor gE.neratirg E.E. socially optimal factor's 

reward should equate not fl1 = pgl2 i~ (3) but 

f Pf ( 1 ) ( 1.·) 11 =· . 12 l+ P fx2 • •. '"t 

To bring these optL:1u1.J. rewa~ds a'bout in a free 

6nterprise econoill.Y, a subsidy rate of 100 <½ f~2 )~ would 

haV6 to be paid to 12, if 12 1 s reward (w2 ) is to be 

brought into equality -with 11 1 s reward (w1 ); or a tax 
1 fx . · 

rate of 100 (~ --~ )~ would have to be iaposed on firm r;r J.X2 

I, if w1 is to ge reduced to equality with w2 • The tax 

revenue, or the subsidy cost, is exactly equal to the 

abnornal profit fx2x2 realised by firo I as a result of 

these output-gE.ncrated ::.::. This 11 abnorL1al profit 11 is 

what is left ovE.r after 11 has been paid according to 

its private .iarginal product f11 • This govern,.::1ental 

interferenc€ has the eff\:;ct of prE:VE.nting fir!.:1 I froo 

11 reaping whore it has not sown" and redistributing to 

each factor accordin~ to its real contribution to social 

.:.iutput. 

The gen6ralisation of this rE.sult to the ~any

factor case does not challenge the validity of the 

above conclusions: (2) is extended to 

x1 = f (11 ,s1 ,c1 ,x2 ) 

x2 = g (l2,s2,e2) ..... (5) 
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where xi .. outputs 

li,si,ci - factors (i • 1,2) 

f ,g are 'lssumed ho::1ogenous in all their arguoants. 

Under indi vip,ual profi·t i:1axinizati on, the pri v a.te 

i.ic1.rginal Distribution r.rheory leads to 

~s1. = pgs2 

fc1 = pgo2 

Under Pareto optida.li ty, the social ::.1arginal 

distribution theory gives: 

f = gl C?+ fx2 ) 
11 2 

fs1 - gs (:p + fx 2 ) (6) - • • • 
2 

fc1 - go (p+ fx2 1 -
2 

The cor:c'li1uni ty could afford to pay factors this, under 

conditions of constant returns to scale, as social 

product is co@pl6tely exhausted as can be seen frora: 

l1f1ft-, s1f s1 + c1 fer._ 0,2gl2..., s2gs2+ c2gc2)(Pt-fx2) 

= X1 fx2X2 + x2(P+fx2) = x1+ PX2 ••• (7) 

This total social factor paywent x1 + PX2 is exactly 

equal to total so~:!.al revenue x1 .-4,. px2 • Thus, under 

pertec>+ co.Jpeti tion in both factor and product ~:.iarkets, 

if one firo confers~-~- on another and there are 

constant returns to scale, the pay:ient to factors 

according to their social marginal product will result 

in a complete exhaustion of products. The payoent 

according to their prive.te ::iarginal product will 
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under-6Xhaust social output. lfa.rke-t rewards fail to 

do justice to factors o~ production and governwent 

interf6rence is needed to bring the Pa.reto opti::.ium about. 

Each f1ri..-'1 confers E.Z. on the other. 

There may bE. cases when the two products benefit 

each other. Each firm, in this case, confers ~.E. on 

the other, and benefits from B.~. caused by the other 

firn. ~gain, only the one-factor case of output

generated ~-~- will be examined, the many-f~ctor case 

as well as the factor-generated E.E. are left to the 

reader. The honogenei ty assm1ption will be lifted to 

give the probleill. a more general nature. The production 

functions may be -written as: 

Xl: f(l1,X2t 

X2: g(l2,X1) 

or given -~he defini to foms of, say: 

X -2 
= 0 • • • • • • 

h = outputs were~ 

•• (8) 

li = factors (i = 1,2) 

Differentiating with respect to 11 

= 

= 0 



Solving 

Similarly, 

·similarly, 

and 

. dx1 
dl 

1 

X 
a, f3' 2 
- 1. 2 T 

1 

1 - S f3 
1 2 
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1 - f3 f3 
1 2 

differentiating (8) with respect to 12 and s0lving: 

:i. 
0 ·281 l 

2 
1 - f3 f3 . · 1 2 

= 

Social factorial rewards aroi 
X 

dx1 dx2 
1 + f3 pl 

wr = + 
°'1x1 2 x1 

p dl = 
dl1 11 1 p f3 1 - 1 2 

a,2 f3 
dx2 ~ 

l ( P½ + 1x1) 
• (9) 

~ = + ::: 2 • • 
p dl dl f3 f3 2 2 1 - 1 2 

Those arc to be compared with pr.i vato factors' rewards of:: 

w1 = fl = O',jx1 

1 11 

and w2 = Pf5i = l',2 PX • • • • ,. • • . . • .( 10) 
- 2 2 12 
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This ioplies that under laisser fa.ire 
cf . t\x:1 

conditions, a subsidy rate 

p p+-
2x 2 x2 

1 - rs 1s2 

Would have to be paid to 1 1 

and of 

f31 x1· f3 ~ 
-(1 + p _g_) 
x2 x1 • • • • • • ( 11) 

p ( 1 - 13 l 2) 

to be paid to 12 tc bring this Pareto optiraali ty about .. 

If the subsidy is peili, total factor rewards (W*) in this 

simple model would be~ 

W* = w*l + w*l = 
1 1 2 2 

= 

Whether this payment W* would exhaust social product or not, i.e., 
> 

whether W* ~ x1 + px2, depends en a.1 , Si (i = 1,2) .. As x1 and 

px2 in ( 12) a.re all positive eoonol!li oa.lly, only cr.1 + a.2f3 1 , 

a.1f3 2 + f3 1 and 1 - S1f3 2 call for examination .. 

Put c. 1 +f31 = o 

a,2 + f3 2 = d, 

the two expressions a.1 + a 2f3 1_ and a.1f3 2 + f3 1 :may be written as~ 

+ N s = 0 - f3 + f3 (d - ~ ) a.1 ...,2 1 · 1 1 2 
= (1 ~ f3 1f3 2) + f3 1(d -1) + (o - 1) 

Sioilarly, 

a.2 + a,1t\ = (1 - f3 f3) + S (o - 1) + (d - 1) 
1 2 2 
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Three possible cases ~uggest themselves: 

Case (1) 
°'1 + a)\ 

> 1 
1 - ~ f3 

1 2 

; 

W* '> . x1 + px2 , 1 • e. , there is overexhaustion of social product .. 

This irapli es that 

(a) f3 l 2< 1 or f3 1(d - 1~ + (c - 1) > 0 

S2(c - 1) + (d - 1) > o 

(b) as > o 
1 2 

Case (2) 

C > 1 d > 1 for P1, P2 ~ 0 

C > 1 d < 1 for 13 1 ~ 0, P 2 > 0 

C < 1 d > 1 for s1 > o, s2~ 0 

C > 1 d < 1 for f3 1 , ~\ < 0 

or S1(d - 1) + (c - 1) < 0 

f3 2(c - 1) + (d - 1) < O 

C > 1 

C > 1 

C < 1 

C < 1 

d > 1 

d < 1 

d > 1 

d < 1 

for 

for 

for 

for 

< 1 

that mean; product under-exhaustion, i.e., W* < x1 + px2 .. 

The sub-cases (a) and (b) are the same as those under case (1) 

except that (a) only holds i'f 

a.1 + a/31 
> 0 and > 0 

1 - f3 f3 
1 2 
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Case (3) a,1 + a,2S 1 
= = 1 

1 ..:. '.311-\ 

W* = x1 + px2 , i.e., there is fomplete exhaustion of social 

output .. This implies that c = d = 1 .. 

These three cases give a fairly general and complete picture 

of the implications of factor 1 s payment according to their social 

marginal product, for the cases of external economies(· in ether W)rds, 

{61 , f3,? O), external di secnnonrl. es ( 13 1 , P 2 < O) and no externalities 

(f3 1 =f\= 0), and all that in both firms at once or in one of them, 

i.e., ~1/ o, s2 = o, f31~ o, f32 = o), the cases of increasing 

decreasing or co-nstant returns to scale, i.e., c-.• + !3. are greater, 
l. l. 

less, than or equa~ to, zero (i = 1,2) .. Thus only under conditions 

of constant returns to scale, would the Marginal Theory of 

Distribution lead to complete exhaustion of soci~l output .. That 

is the case of decreasing returns to e~ch f~ctor 1. taken 
l. 

separately in each firn, but constant returns to those taken 

together; i. e., the increase in 1. by X would lead to an increqse 
J.. 

in each output xj_ by less than A., but to 'ln increase in social 

output by A; the pr~vate marginal product of factors falls short 

of their social marginal product.. Sub-cases (a) aro more realistic 

economically than (b) as normally O < S1, S2 < 1 .. 

Finally, when only one firm confers EE .. on the other, i.e., 

i:i O - 0 wbi eh means either~ ··'1 2 - ' 
(i) S1 = O; f3/ O, in which case, N* = a.1x1 + (a.11\+ a.2 )px2 .. 

As f3 1 = 0 ~mpli es a.1 = 1, i.e, if :t2 in the production function 

x1 = _1~1 x21 (8_) contributes nothing to output x1, then 1 1 alone 

1. Profossor 1 s J.E. Uon,~o' s unpnic~ f:1otor ( systm:.1 5 , J:1!±7, p. ~ ) 

is this s-Jccial crso { 3) extom~en to tw:; fnctors. 
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produces the entire output x1 .. Thus social factor payment becomes 

W* = x1 + px2((Y,2 + f32 ), which implies complete, over-, or under

exhaustion of social output, depending on whether C',2 + S2 ~ 1 .. 

Similarly, S1!32 = 0 may also mean; 

(ii) 1\=0; S 1> 0 and W* = (C',1 + a.l 1 )x1 + a,2Px2 

which, as above, implies a 2 = 1 and W* = (a1 + S1)x1 + px2 1 

This a.gain, means over-, or under-exhaustion of product depending 
> 

on whether a 1 + S 1 < 1, i.e., on whe·'\her there are increasing 

or decrea1ing returns to scale in 11 and x2 i-n -she function 

x = 1a1 x 1 in (8) .. In the particular case of constant returns 
1 1 2 

to scale in 11 and x2 in ( 8), comple-\e exhaustion of product 

will follow again; Thus, system (2) above becomes a parlicular 

case of this overall picture .. 

Finally, in the particular case where S1'32 = 1,,the whole 

system breaks down .. 

If subsidies rates (11) are to be paid to salvage competition 

and bring about Pareto optimum, the total subsidy costs would beg 

. . . . (13) 

In the particular case of constant returns to scale, replacing 

"i by 1 - •\ (i = 1,2) (Euler's theorem), in the above gives~ 

S1x1 + S2px2, which is precisely the sum of abnormal profit 

realised in both firms together, after paying 1. the value of 
1 

their marginal product to each firm. Thus, these subsidy costs 

may be met by a 100% profit tax.. This tax on prodi t would have 

its impact on the allocation of resources, which will be examined 

in the next chapter. 

1 • Professor Meade I s unpaid fActor case ( systen 4) 1 .['1 iJ page 57 

is this special case (ii) whore ~2.,=0,~: ,,toth «,,~,>C extended to 

two factors. 
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Th6 effE.ctiveness of co21pt.titive resources 

allocation in bringing about Pars to optiuali ty had been 
(1) 

questioned long ago by ": .:darshall and .. LC .Pigou. 

Government interference is therE.fore necessary. 
(2) 

This conclusion has been challenged. 

This chaptsr is an application of th6 conclusions 

arrived ~t earlier, to the problem of resource 

allocation, and an attempt to show the validity of th~ 

iiarshaJ.1-Pigou argunent in a r::iodel where E.E. exist. 

The allocation problea where E.E. are present wiil 

be exaoined under perfect co~:pEti tion in both factor 

and product narkets. I shall start with the case of 

perfect co2petition with no E.1., then introduce E.E. 

to sxanin~ the difference they make. 

( a) P6rf set Co~~E.i tj_on with no 3~ 

The best way to study the allocation of rE.sourcess 

under perfGct competition is, perhaps, to examin6 the 

profit functions (P1 and P2 ) of two firms. Profit is 

defin6d in thE. usual way as the diff6r6nce b6tween 

total revE.nue and total cost. The scale of operation 

of each of · thE two firas in quGs tion is assum.ed to bG 

,, ' 
(1) i~.Marshall l._13\ · pp.467-470 

f" \. 

A.C.Pigou \17i pp.172-179 
" / 

(2) See Ch.I above, pp.1-4 
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too small to aff6ct product and factor pric6s. 

Profits are: 

P1 - f(l1,s1) - C1(l1,s1) 

P2 = pg(l2,s2) - C2(l2,s2) • • • 

\ 

(1) 

where f and g are the two production functions, 

C· ;: wl· _L rs- (i = 1,2) = cost functions 
1 1...- 1 

li,si = factors of production US6d by two firms 
(i II 1,2) 

w,r = factor prices which are 6qual for two 

firms, i.e. w1 = w2 = w 
P r1 = r2 = r 

P = p""~ i.6. cooo.oa:ity one is taken as unit of 

me asur emen t. 

First order profit ;~m:ximizati on conditions imply 

the following allocation of resources: 

oP1 
= fl = 

oP2 
pgl - 0 - w = w = 

011 1 012 2 

oP 1 f 
oP2 pg - r = 0 = s1 ·- r = = 

ds1 as2 
s2 

or w 

r = 

= fl1 = pgl 
f 2 •••••••• (2) 

s = pgs 
1 2 

factors are used up to the point where an addi t-

ional unit of any one factor would make no differ6nce 

to profit Pi; in other words, up to th6 point where the 

value of factors.' u1arginal product is equal to factor 

price. 

or P • • • (3) 
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i.e. factors are allocatEd in such a wcy that the 

re.tio of their aarginal product is the same in each firn. 

Thus factors are paid according to the value of 

their private marginal product as seen by thG profit 

raaxirJizing firr:is working sGparatE.ly, and product pricGs 

are set at the coinpeti ti ve level. This business 

situation also reflects a social optioum, as can bs 

seen by joining tba two firms together: 

or w = f11 = pg12 

r = fs1 = Pgs2 and p • -- • • • (4) 

Thus, there is no divergence between the private and 

social valuE.s of w, r and p. 

(b) E.E. and Individual Profit n~imization. 

Let us now introduce technological E.E. into the 

above simplified raodel and retain all the other 

assumptions oade. 

Suppose part of x2 (or its sub-product, or factors 

used by x2 ) now slips out of producer II's hands and 

favourably affects I's production. Then x2 could be 

considered as a free factor, i.e. 

P1 = f(l1 ,s1 ,x2 ) - wl1 - rs1 

P2 = pg(l2 ,s2 ) wl2 - rs2 ••• (5) 



Under perfGct conpGtition 

r = fs1 = pgs2 

P = fs1 = f11 
gS2 gl2 

or g12 = f; gs2 = f ••• (6) 

i.e. factors are used up to the point wh6re the 
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contribution made by the last units to rev~nue is equal 

to thGir real cost at the tJ.argin. Thus, co.11peti ti VG 

allocation is the sa.t:16 as if no 3.3. existed at all. 

(c) Technological External Economies and Pareio ~ficiGnc~ 

The socially optioal resources allocation may be 

shown by joining the two firns togeth0.r undor a single 

manage::.ien t. First order joint profit 1J.axir:aization 

conditions iraply: 

- w = 0 

similarly, r 

i.e. factors are used up to the point where 

r = fs1 =- f2gs2 + pgs2 
:": £88 C ( 0.1) 80-tgo 

••• 
(3) 

(8) 



gl2 - w - P+ fx2 

gs2 r 
= fx2 P-t 

p - f1J - fx2g12 -
g12 

- f11 - fx2 -
g12 

r comparison of (9) and ,i,i. 

--
--

--
= 

(10) 
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P + fx2 
••• (9) 

fs1 - f~2g°2 .. •, (lo) 
gs2 

fs1 fx2 
gs2 

with (6) shows that, so 

long as there are E.E., i.e. fx2 > o (g12 ) o of course): 

(i) The use of fnctors in firm II will be pushed further 

in (9) than in (6), under the usuru. assumption of 

diLlinishing returns, i.e., pushed to the point (9) where 

their raarginru. product declines further than ~t (6). 

(ii) ,~l tern~ti vely, if could be said that where E.E. 

prev~il, the conpetitiVG product price (p) corresponding 

to the same output level (i.e. ~t the output level whGre 

g12 in (10) h?.s the s&ie value as g12 in (6)) is higher 

than soci~ly optimnl price, ns could be seen from (10). 

Only when there ~re no E.E., or when these have been 

fully exploited (1.6. fx2 : 0) would P~reto efficiency 

give the s ru:ie results !:?.S coi:.ipeti ti ve allocation. 

Thus, it seegs clear thnt where E.E. ~xe present, 

coGpetitive allocntion f::u.ls to bring about Pnreto 

optimnli ty • The linrshal.1-Pigou conclusion is therefore 

perfectly Valid in this case. ·Thus to save cos.p eti ti on 

and bring about Pnretian efficiency at once, a subsidy 

rate of .1..fx2 is to be given to firn II; or a tax rate 
p 
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is to be levied on factors used in 

Under the subsidization schene, nllocation would 

bG deteroined by the two conditions: 

g (1 1 f11 - w 
12 + pi'x2): P - 1" 

w 
or --
sirnilnrly, gs2 - r •••• (11) - P+ fx2 

Under the tax scheIJe, 

f11 1 
gl2 - (1 1"fx2 ) - p 1 1 + - fx2 

f11 
p 

- - w - -
P+ fx2 Pi- fx2 

SirJilnrly, 
fs1 ••• (11) gs2 - - r - --

p -t fx2 P+ fx2 

i.€., subsidization or taxation would lead to the sane 
(I+) 

resource allocation. 

(4) In the nuoericnl exDBple (footnote 3, p. 
1 

be seen that the tax rate t = Pfx2 = .1 

Under tax 
( at tax rate t) 

Wl (1 - t) : W2 
.l, 

or £44 (1 - 11) = £40 

r1 (1 - t) = r 2 
1 

or £88 (l - IT = £80 

1+ ~X2 l+ .1 
Under subsid1 ( at rv.te !. fx2 

p 
w2 ( 1 + 0 .1 ) = w1 

or £40 (1+ 0.1 = £44 

r 2 (l+ 0.1) --
or £80 (1 + 0.1) 

), it can 

= ..l 
11 
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Froo the ~.bove analysis, it is clear thnt: 

(i) Only when no E.E. exist, or when they have been fully 

exploited, W'Ju.ld coupeti ti ve allocation reflect Pnreto 

efficiency. In other words, only w~en x2(12 ,s2 ) is 

coupletely absent from function f in (7), or when 

fx2 : o, wuuld w, r, g1 , g8 , p under (a,) be the sru~e 
2 2 

~s those under (a). In which case, no interfsrcnce is 

warranted: cowpetitive allocation is efficient and ensures 

Pareto optin~lity. But as soon ~s E.E. appem-, they 

differ; truces and subsidies prove necessnry in order to 

bring thee into equality with one another, i.e. to 

harnonise the private and soci9l ·v~lues of factor and 

product prices. 

(ii) Since taxation and subsidization would bring ~bout 

the seJ:Je ~llocntion (11) it ~ay be tentatively suggested 

tho.t whGr6 economic growthis to be me.xioized it would be 

best to resort tu taxation as a s0urce of funds for 

productive re-invest1nent. This raises the conflict between 

welfare and growth, or in other words, between the present 

Md future generation's welfare. There nre ~lso politicnl 

difficulties involved: the taxation course implies 

sacrificing the welfexe of the present gsneration for that 

of the future, but I do not propose to go into these here. 

Suffice to sey the.t t1:1.Xation would be the appropriate 

course if the eio is not 1;1axir.ti.zing living stondnrd but 

economc growth. 

(iii) 1.s x2 expands in (11), the E.E. it generates will 
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continue to benefit x1 , and to raise te.X rGVGnues in 

future years. Such a te.x is likely to be a disincentive 

fur firn I, but it c.J>pG1:1.rs to h~~e·its incidencG on 

f 2.ctors usGd in firn I, ls2.ving untouched thr;,.t part of 

e.bnori712.l profit P1 • We any 6X8.Llin6 these two ce.ses 

s ep ::-i.r 2-tely. 

If the tax incidence falls on entrGprcncur I, 

producing under constant rGturns t·J sc?.le 

P1 = f11l1+fs1Slf-fx2X2 - (f11l1+fs1S1)t - f11ll - fs1S1 

- fx2x2 - tC1 

where t is tax rate 

-- costs of firn 
1-t- !. fx2 

p 
I = w11 + rs1 

= f1111 -t· f s1 s1 

Abnormal profit of fira I(• fx2x 2 ) is thus reduced 

by tc1 • So long as fx2x2 ) tc1 , profit tax need not have 

disincentive effect, except at the . :e.rgins, on the 

production of x1 • If fx 2x2 : tc1 , firm I still earns 

nornal profit. Only when fx2x2 < tc1 will tax he.Ve 

disinc6ntive eff~ct. 

If tax can be shiftGd entirely tD factors, there 

would be no changes in the cost figurGs, although 

factors 11s1 are now left with less ooney,i.e.c1 (1-t), 

o.fter p0ying the tax. This is equiv2.lent to ::i. wagG-P.nd

rent cut, nnd abnor:.inl profit P1 : fx2x2 renmns intnct. 

In underdevelop6d countries, wage eo.rners hrwe high 

Elc'.rgin?.l propensity to c0nsu1:.1e, landownl:.rS have 

conspicuous and l~wish e.xpenditures p2,tterns (su:1ptuous 

weddin5 s, wasteful fun8rals, extrnvagant entert2i.nr.1ent 
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and other demonstr2.tion i tem.s), profit earners remain 

the u.:_-in s2.vers~ N2.tion~l incon6 cuuld be written r:i.s 

Y:. R-trW-t-P 

::. Cw,t Cr-+- S 

= C ·t· S 

: C t I 

where R W - RE.nt -' 

••• (12) 

and WagE. 

p = Profit 

bills 

C - .. ·~ggr e6 e:-.te consudption -
Cw, Cr = Cohsumption of wnge and 

I = Inves t1aent 

s - Savings -

rent e?.rners 

This is very nuch the ;1widow I s crnse 11 case where W'"'.ge 

':'.nd rent-earners spend 2.11 their incm;1e Pnd entrepeneurs 

s ,:,.ve ::1.ll theirs. Savings are then invE.stE.d, S : I. 

Ta:xing f2.ctor~ of production in this m0dGl is 

equiVQlE.nt tu forced savings, which is sorely needed for 

capit:i.l for·.::::-.tion. This course of action, provided it is 

feasible, does not interfere with the sc~le of firra II's 

production 2.nd raises reinvestible tax revenue at once 

without discour?.g,ing production x1 (by 162.Ving its ::i..b

nornc1l profit intact). 

Subsidization, while bringing about P~reto efficiencY:, 

would not have the sai:ie eff Gets: with a subsidy rr.-.bs 

of-1.fx2 , factors used in x 2 would get better rewe.rds, 
p 

enjoy 2. higher living s tr.ndard, x 2 will expand thus 

benefiting x1 , but the cost of subsidy is to be incurred, 
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which would be ·ciadw ,:,.yoil~tble for capi tc:i.l fornation 

under the taxation al ternati V6. This course of action 

is equiv --1 ent to ::i rise in w 9.g e ?nd r snt, and is surely 

recoodendable if the fil[l.xirnmd is to be the welf 2.re of 

the present generation at the expense vf the future. 

Even if the "widow• s cruse" c.ssurnption is re1:.1oved, 

so long as the marginal pr0psnsi ty tu s "'.V6 out of profit 

(Sp) GXCGGds th6 ,;,.£1.rginal pr0pE.nsi ty to save out of 

factors' earning (Sf), the share of 
(5) 

det€r~inGs capitnl for2ation, i.e. 
I - p . 
Y - (Sp - Sf) Y +- Sf 

profit still 

••• (13) 

This iJ.eans that for given Sp and Sf, an increase in the 
p 

share or profit (Y) will lead to an increo.se in invest-
I 

ment (Y). This corroborates our beliGf in the taxation 

course as thG most recomL!cnd9.ble, on growth m.axioi.z

~.tion grounds, o.s it redistributes incorJe in favour of 
I 

re-investible profit: economic growth depending on Y 
I 

and Y depending on profit share. 

(d) Pecuniary E.E~ and Pareto _efficiency 

Tt1e sa.1:ie conclusion about the allocation of 

rcsuurces holds for thb case of pecuniary 

the 1J::-rket n.echcmism fails to bring about Pareto 

6fficiency, and int~rference ·is justified. 

namely, 

liSSUt.le that two firos produ.ce the s a:.~e col'.iliJ.odi ty 

under pGrfect co::1peti tio!l, c.nd that there are uu tput 

, .. , 
( 5) S6e N .K-3.ldor .ll~, pp .83-100 



generated p€cuniary ~-~- in both industri6s: 

C1 m C1(x1,x2) 

112 = C2(x2,x1) 

P1 = PX1 - C1<x1,x2) 

P2 = PX2 - C2(x2,x1) • • • (14) 
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wh6re 01 = costs of production of each firn (.i • 1,2) 

P1 - pDofi t 

xi = outputs 

X1 ~efer to the points on th6 r6spective isoquants 

of x1 t211g€nt to given isocosts; i.e., p_jints of profit 

:.:J.axirnzntion. This enablGs us to Cl)nsidcr C1 as 

functions of x1 dir6ctly, not of different factor 

coDbinations (ioe. other points on the srune isoquants), 

as only on6 such co_Jbination s atisfi€s the tangE.ncy 

r6quire,11E-..nts (i. e. efficiency conditions). 

In fe.ct, C1(x1 ,x2) oay not sufficiE.ntly distinguish 

p""cuni'1ry ~.3., as they may still contE:.in technological 

E.E. in th6L1. For exruJ.plG, x2 1J.cy fa.vour0.bly affect C1 

by cheapening factor prices(pecuniary) but also by 

increasing x1 without any c0rrGsponding increasG in 

costs (technological), thus resulting in cheapening the 

cost p~r unit. To obviat6 this difficulty, thE. above 

equ a.ti ons 1i1ay be nade more 6Xplicit 

C1 fx1 <11 ,s1), 
..... 

P1 ·- px1G11 ,s1 ) . X2(l2,s2)! - ,,. .,,, 

P2 - px2(l2,s2) c2fx2<12,s2), x1 (11 ,s1 ~ ••• (14a) ·-
. ,. 

i.e. th6re is couplets absence of technological ~.:]. 
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(6) 
Xi b6ing produced by their own paid f2.ct.:>rs li ,si• 

Individual profit ~aximization under p6rfect 

co,jpeti tion will 2.llocat€ resources as to have: 

aP. 
__,!._ 0 
ex. - ' 

1 

. gCi 
1. e., p. = ..._ 

1 oX, 
1 

i.e. price €qual to ,J.?..rgin2.l cost (MC) and HC rising. 

The socially uptL:.nl alloce.tion c0uld be shown by 

joining the two firns together, i.e. 

P = p(x1+x2) - C1<x1,x2) - C2(x1,x2) ••• (15) 

~.t stationo.ry values, stability conditions require 

p = ~ + ~ = a£.2 + 0C1 
~~ a~ a½ a½ • • • (15a) 

-c<1)_c(2) -c(1) -c<2) 
11 11 12 12 

and 

> 0 

• • • (15b) 

etc11,.,. 

and 
• • • ( 15b) 

--------------------- -
(6) To spell uut th~ cost cheapening aspGct of pecuni~.ry 

z.:.;., the above. may be written·nore explicitly c1.s: 

P1 .. PXl - s 1r(x2) 11w(x2) 

l2w(x1) ••• (ll+b) P2 - PX2 - s2r(x1) ·-
or P1 --- pf(l1 ,s1 ) - s1r(s2) 11w(12 ) 

-- l 2w ( 11 ) • • • (14-c ) P2 -- pg(l2,s2) -- s2r(s1) --
nt the s OJJ6 conclusions, 

as wi 11 be shown 1 at er, in wh:i.t follows, I shall rE. t ain 

the sispler foro (14-a) i.e. the profit functions (14a) 

are free frora c:-.11 tecr.1I1ologic2l E.E. ule;:1ents. 

.As (14-b) ond(ll+c) will arrive 
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.i.e. The sufficisnt conditions for (15a) ~o be naxina 

require the principr:i.l :dnors uf the Hessian (15b) to 

alternate in sign (provided the c(i) functions ~re 

twice differentiable and Yuung's theoreu-holds~. 

This iii.1pli6S that for true ;:_:a.xirnun, 

Ci i ) + C ( ~J ::, 0 and 6 ( ~ i-- C (ff > 0, i • e. (?) 

price equal to oarginal. social cost (MSC) (in 15'a) and 

(_ $1',IC .._ ri Si ng • 

It could be seen at once that when E.E. arG present 
oc oc 

in both firns, ---2. < o and --1 < 0 and the equation of 
ox1 ~x2 

price with SdC would result in greater output in both 

firras, sue being lower then private MC • .:nternntively, 

it could be shown that the socially optimal price (in 
(8) 

15a) is lower than private competitive price(in 14). 

(7) This follows froa the al tE-rnation of signs of the 

Hessian. - c<ti - c<fi - c<~J - c<fJ )O and -c<.li.
- C ( l) - C ( 2) - C ( l ) - C ( 222) . C ( i { ' 0 

12 12 22 

jointly imply that -C~~a - c<~a (O, or C ~a+ c<~&.> 0 
(8) The reader could easily verify that th6 conclusions 

eis0 hold fjr the ~ore explicit forms (14b) and (14c). 

e.g. Under sep2..r£1.ts profit naxiLrl.zation 
.. oP oP. 
--1. = ~/ = o (i = 1, 2) or 

?11 0 i 
~f11: pg12 ~ w 

Pfs1 -~ pg52 
..JL_ 

or p = f11 

;;_ r 
··--L. 

• . 1's1 = 
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The benefit to _thG consumers could be shown by a 

lower final equilibrium price: ls a rGsult of joint 

production, greater output is produced at the sane price, 

thus shifting the industry supply curve to the right, 

8. (Continu6d) Under joint 

P = P E<11,s1) + g(l2,s2) 

c0ndi tions 

profit Qa.JCicization: 

J = -f-,J? + (s1+s2)~ •• (15d) 
82 2 etC••• 

The are still the sa1.1e: with the payn6nt of 

the sa!:ie wag E. rr.te as undbr pri vatG caxLdzatL.:m P~rGto 

efficiency will ensure the euployo.~nt of factors up to the 

point Whbr6 thG value of th€ir m~rginal productivity 

declines further than under individual iJ.axi::u.zation, so 

1 th · t · ~ ~ · ow ~r ong e.s bre GXJ.S pecun1.nry .ti • ..!i., J. .e., ;--11<0, - < o .. 
o as1 

This inpli~s c. 6reat1;;r e:.Jploy:icnt of res . .;urc-c:is, under the 

usual e.ssumptions of dL:.linishing rcturns. /~ltbrn:-.tively, 

it c0uld be said that, corr~sponding to the sar16 l~vels 

of 0utput produced and f acturs us€d,_ and with the sar1e 

payr:.1t:.nt tu f2.ct0rs, the s0cia.lly optL:ml price, as cJuld 

be seen fron (15d) is lower than individu2.lly optinal. 

price~. SGc.md ordtirs conditions are also fulfill<:;d, and 

ere left tJ th~ reader. 
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which would osan a lower n6w pries providGd ths denand 

curve of the industry has less than infinits price 

Glasticity. Lower pric6, gree.ter output arc th6 out

cooe. Bettsr profits are nlso sGcursd, which arG a 
(9) 

measuremGnt of ~.E. 

If the assul!l.ption of perfGct coL1p6tition is to be 

re:.ioved, the abovE. beco1..1es a C0wp8.rison between the 

individual profit ~aximzation of (15a) corrected: 

(9) .is a numGrical exa:::1ple (15) may bE- given a for:1: 

(conv~ntional U-shapsd cost curves): 

C1 - O.lxf 5x1 200 2 - + +- o.1x2 

C2 = 0.,3x~ + 3X2 ;- 100 o.02xf 

p = 15 

Under perfect cu:.-.1psti tion, individual profit u.axinization: 

Pi : 15Xi .. - C1 
aP1 
~xl = 15 

-aP2: 15 
5x2 

Total outputs 

Total prufi ts 

-

of 

.2x1 5 

o.6x2 
both firms 

= 
3 

= 

= 

0 or x1 = 50 
P1: 90 

= 0 or x2 = ?O 
P2' = . 70 

x1+x2 - 70 -
pl.,- P2 - 160 -

Under Pareto ~fficicncy, first order conditions require 

P~ = 15 (xr1-x2) · - (C1 +- C2) 

dP' ·- 0 * 62 · - - or x1 = 
-a x.1~P* = 0 or xt . = 

~x2 
Tote.l output = xt -t· X2 ·· -
Total prufi t = Pi·+ p~. = 

30 

92 which is better than 70 

192.lt8 160 

Note however that taxes and subsidies are nornally 
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or 

and Pf 
~Price el2.stici ty of demand 

C\ <.. 0 generally) 

and . P~= 

i.e. 

•••• (15c) 

• socially optLnal product and 

their prices) (i = 1,2) 

It is clear that Su long as thE-rc ar(;; pecuni8ry E.B., 
~ C 2 . - ~ 01 f~ ...:::. p . 
~x1 < 0 and d x2 <. o, ~~ \i = 1,2) the 

firo.' s d0wnward sloping de::mnd curVE. inplies that if 
i~ < r~ . > 

"Pf---~, th6n xf > Xf (fig. 12 and 13) • l~ r·,c~~~;~~ 
9. (continued) necessary devices to bring Pareto 

E;ffici6ncy CJndi tions about. Thus tu saVG co~:1peti tion 

and hcW6 Pare to effici cncy at once, 2. tax is to be 

idp0sed on P£ and a subsidy is to be given to P! as 

Pi= 125.6 or Pi.:> P1 ; but P[= 66.8 < P2;otherwise 

the lurG uf profit is insufficient fur firs II to prduoe 

~ • Tax-subsidy is all the Bore necessary if one sector 

suffers fron extern2l disecunonius. This could be seen 

by cho.n6ing the signs of 1c.i thGr orn., of the last term of 

the cost functions, i.e. 

C1 - 2 5x1 + 200 .1 x~ - .1 x1 ·t" 
,,. 

C2 - -.3 x~ 3X2 i- 100 2 
or - --t-· i'- .02x1 
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ZE unnor Perfect competition EE uncor imperfect competition 

From thG 8.bovE., it c,Juld b6 S66n that P::i.reto 

effici Gncy c0ndi tions imply that und6r p6rf oct co.:.1p0 ti tion, 

price is to biii equatEid with s.Jci al HC, not. pri vat€ AC. 

This equality e.nsurcs that the c.:insuners r2.t6 of substi t

ution will equal, not the individual rato of trruisfor::1atio:q. 

but to the s0ciety•s. For this to E.VGntuatc, thG 

alternative t,.) soci c.lis;J is thG well known t r::Ix-subsidy 

schE.ne., th6 .. 1agni tudc of whlich can bG c elculatcd from 

deQand and supply functions. Let th~s6 functions under 

private pr.Jfit ·JaxLnizatL.:m be. D(p) arid S (p), and under 

Pareto optii.v'lity sf(p). Th6 Gquality S(p) = D(p) 

d6t(;;r:~unes cu_..lp€ti ti V6 price p, D.nd thG equality Si( p) :: · 

D(p) det0r1:un6S optiGal price p°* and quantity sr(p,. il 

unit tax t1 is thus ns:.E;ded, such that Si(if° ... t1) .sf(p'~"), 

S·J1Ving 7 ti 
8 PP• 49-50 
f 

(~vide nu::.1E-ricel exe2:iple, footnote 

) 

Thus we cor:16 to the ;:.iarshall-Pigou conclusion th8.t 

when ..::.. • ..::.,. 8.I'E. prE.st.nt, the fir'JS causing :.::..z. pruduce 

short uf, and thG fir::i.S causing ExtGrnal Disecono:nE.s 
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puduce beyond, thb socially optinun lGVGl of JUtput. 

Taxes and subsidies are necessary corrective oeasures 

to bring this social opt~mum about and salvage 

individual profit ilaxi::n.zati,::in. This seG~1s to be 

against th€ popular b6licf that pecuni~ry E.E. do not 
. . 

call fur Guverm::iEint in tsrf erGnce. 
., 

The Sct:Je conclu·sions apply to both Technological 

and Pecunit?.ry E.Z:. 



· CH~lPTER V 

EXTERNl~L ECONOlviiiiS /~ND INVE§Ti"I:iNT TZCHNIQUES 

The pr0bleL1 of Invest:ient Techniques has 
(1) 
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received some attention lately. This chapter is 

neither a review nor a re-exarn.nation Jf Invest:ient 

TechniquGs. It si:1ply purports to puint 0ut the 

L:1plications .jf :8.:3. for the choice uf techniques, 

with special reference to the latest work don6 on the 
(2) 

subject. 

The Invest11ent Cri t1;.ria put forth su f~ :.:iny be 

classified as 0utput and growth ::1axiclizing. Maxir.n.zing 

current output, for a given capital stJck, in a country 

where capital is scarce and labour superabundant, a..1ounts 

tv the use of relatively n0re labour pGr unit of capital. 

The adoption of l~buur-intensive techniques in this 

c0ntext, serves the short run policy '-'f naxir:.1izing 

nati,jnal inco;:ie and eopluyoent, but it inpliGS a heavier 

wage bill to be paid, and a heavier unit cost to incur, 

as thb increase in output will ev~ntually be less than 

the increase in le.buur cost. Wage earners h2ving a high 

(1) J .J .Polak !8J pp.2O8-4O; N.S.Buchen~n~ ch.6, 

l,.E.Kahn[9J pp .38-61; H.B .Chenery Lt? pp. 76-96; 

W.Gal.cmson cc H.LeibensteinL7Jpp.343-7O; 11.K.SenB,?7 

pp .,561-84, L2If PP .466-81+ andL24J. For a conplete 

ibiliography on Investnent Criterin, see United Nations 

G.il pp.)O-45. 

(2) See A.K.Sen f?.::ff • 

,, 
... .-. 



I..1ar1$inal propensity t0 c . .,nsuoG, n6a.r en-Jugh t8 unity, 

savings e.vailablG for investr1Gnt w0uld b6 s::-1ru.l, and thi;: 

rate of growth of incone w'"'uld b6 slow. · Labour intens

i VG methods w .. mld fail t0 pass the test if thG oaxioand 

is not uutput but the surplus uf output ov6r·curr6ht 

c'"'nsunption, availabl6 f0r re-invGst!JGnt, i.e. if thG 

aaxir.iend is the r£i.t6 0f ec ,nonic growth. This growth 

naxi::-J.izing criterion, applied in an Gc0n01~:y where labc:mr 

· is e.bund2.nt relc1.tiv6 tu ea.pi tal, i.e., in Und€rdGV6lopcd 

CountriE.s, w . .Juld l(.e.d to the 6:~1ployr,.1ent of lE.ss labour 

per unit of capit~l, i.e., to the adoption uf capital 

intensi V6 techniques. These tw J criteria nor;.1ally lead 

to conflicting practical c, .. mclusions. This c0ulcl be 

Sh-.JWn in fig• 14. X 

Fig. 14 

s 

w 

f(l,s*) 

labour 

.:~ssuoe, for sinplici ty, that we have a shurt-run product-

·ion function x · = f (11s* ) honogE.nGous of degree one 

(sey x -= .i:1s°'11 -a.) where 1 is labour, s* is a fixed 

.capitol stock s0G6h0w ::1ade available in the 6Ci.Jnooy to 

start the ball rolling. OW shows total labour cost at 

a constant wage rate. The capital cost of s*, being a 

fixed cost, could be represented by adding a c0nstant 
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to OW, i.e., th6 total cost schsdulE.. li6s abuve OW and 

po.rc1.llE.l to it. This wvuld not al tE.r th€ nature of the 

choice as the points of 0utput 1:1axioization and surplus 
(1) 

:~1~L.1i. zati on are still L 2.nd K ( fig .14) respectively. 

Consid6r the Rev6nu.6 function R II l~s"' 11 -"· and th1;:; Cost 

function C = rs t· wl where ii.. is a constant, price is 

unity, or uoney price could be dispensed with by assu:.-_ung 

that all costs are to be part in physical units of x. 

R is shown net of depr~ci~tion. 

The Labour intensive technique will produce :)utput 

Ll ( L) (fig. 14) e·~:ipl oyi ng 01 ( L) 1 abour, thus 1:1axim zing 

output x, i.e., 
2!.= 0 a1 ~2x 

and ~<: O • • • (1) 

The capital intE.nsiVE. technique will choose point 

K l.m the production curv0, E.nploying 1(K) nnd o.axioizing 

the surplus of Jutput over cost (x - C), i.e. 

(x - C) = 0 

02 ,,, .. 
a12 (x - c) '··-. o ••• (2) 

--~-·-·-------
(1) Except when this total cost curve lies above L, but 

below Kon the production function x • f(l1s ). In th~t 

case, thb l~bour intensive techniquE. (L) would r~sult in 

a n6gative rG-investible saving. and thus a negative 

rate of growth. (L) thus drops out loaving (K) e.lone 

for considE..ration. 
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If the Cost function is r6duc6d, for sL:1plicity, 

to 12.bour cost 2lon6 as shown in fig. 14, and if wage 

earners are assuDed tu spend what they 6o.rn, capi tEl.lists 

to s2.ve what they get, thG adoption of the c~pital 

int6nsive techniquE, in this context, leads to oaxioizing 

rb-investible savings, i.e. 
_a_ ( x - wl) = O end ~ (x - wl) < 0 
al ~ 

lfo.rginel conditions (1) and (2) deterraine labour E;D.ploy-

nent in each case. 

If the production function f(l1s) is hooogeneous 

of dbgree one, if the state of the arts and w~ge rate 

renain unchanged over ti:oe, and if we keep re-investing 

the surplus (x - wl) realised each year, we shru.l have. 

~ - 11 - :! or X2 - s2 - ~ -S2 x2 51 x1 

and s1 - 11 = Xl or Xn = Sn x1 
Sn - In rn si 

Wh6r6 Si' 11' Xi (1 • 1,2, ••• ,n) re;;present factors used 

and output produced in each year frou 1 ton. 

The suu total of output thus produced fron 1 ton is 

X1 4- x2 "t- X 5 ·t· ••••••• + Xn 

X1 i-~l x1 +· :J. s2 X1 ~ ••••• •+:!1 X1 
s2 s1 s1 

= 

= x1(l1-~ i· s-:2 - sn ) 
n s1 51 co. • ~ •••• • • __...81 

or ~ x1 
i = 1 

Similarly, 

••• (3) 

n 
·,-:;--

"> x· .... __ .__ ]. 

i = 1 
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So, each of th€ factors used and output produced 

will grow ?t the sru~e rate, if this re-investoent 

process continues and production is under constant 

rGturns to scal.e, i.€. 

or ~ il_ A!. 
l\t 1\t l\t 

= = 
s 1 X 

or when !'\t _,;:. o, • • .. 
J!.. = ...L = ...L 

s 1 X 

In other words, if the surplus (x - wl) is re

invested, the capital stock s, will becoL1e s2 in year 2, 

s3 in year 3 and su on. With s2 > s1 and s3 .> s2 , the 

partial producti,)n function uf fig.14 will shift upward 

overtL:1e, and the locus of all the relevant points 

s ati·sfying (1) and (2) will lie on the prolonged OL and 

OK respectively. I shall call theo thG two long run 

product curves LTPK and LTPL. The saoe degree of capital 

( · Os1· (K) Os · (L) 
intensity i.e. ___ .......,...,. - d 1. : b a and b 

Oli (KY - a an 01. (L) ' 
being two CJnstnnts) will be adh!red to ov~r tioe. In 

(K) (K) 
other words, all the triangles 011 s1 and 

011 (L)si(L) are similnr respectively (Kand L rbfcr to 

capital-, and 1 abour-intensi ve tE.chnique s respectively; 

i = 1,2, ••••• nth year). If a fixed cost of capital (rs ) 

is t0 be added each ti1;ie, the short run fixed cost will 

be parallel to ow, but the locus of all the relevant 

points corresponding to each technique will havo a 

greater slope than does ow. I shall call them long 
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run cost curves LRCK and LRCL respectively with LRCK 

having a greater slope than LRCL~ It is also 

interesting to note that income distribution is 

different at different points on the Production 

Function (Ox) (fig. 14)~ The choice of point K 

for example, implies a maximization of the capitalists' 

share. The choice of point L means an iml,l'ovement 

of Labour's share. However, once any point on the 

production function Ox has been chosen, in other words, 

when given income-distribution has been decided upon 

once for all at the beginning, the relative shares of 

capitalists and wage earners, will remain unchanged over 

time. So once the model starts working, the "widow's 

cruse" assumption is no longer needed. The assumption 

of a constant marginal propensity to save out of wage 

and profit respectively will be sufficient for the 

model to work, as income distribution does not change 

over time. 

------------ ___________ , __ , ______ _ 
1~ This should be obvious. If proof should be needed 

fig! 14 could be reproduosd. In fig. 14a, from similar 

X' 

Fig. 

i. e. , 

triangles OK1w1 and OK2w2 , we get: 

OK1 = ow1 = K1~~- From similar 

L'I'JK OK,2 OW2 K2W2 

/ triangles OK L (K) and OK 1 (K2) 
1 1 2 2 

we get OK1 = K1l1(K1) = 011 (K1) 
OK2 K 1 ( K2) · · ( K } 

2 2 012 2 
(K) 

K111 1 ~ K1 W1 ~;K2W2 
K 1 (K2) • • K. 1 (K1 f K 1 (Ka) 
22 11 22 · 

capitalists' share K1Wi (i = 1,2,~.:"~n) does 
~(K) -

not c henge over time_. 

techni9-ue (K1 a re to _be 
the same results hold, 
time~ · 

Si&iierly, for the labour intensive 

replaoed by L1 in fig~ 14a and) i 

i_. e_. L1 w1 remains constant over 

L1l1 (L) 
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The guesnion now is that of comparing 

(K) . U (L) 
D:: x1 m th JJ x. • • • • • • • • ( 5) 
i=1 i=1 1 

at any time U ( 1 < u < n) to see which technique 

gives a greater time series of output up to U. 

In the light of our above analysis of External 

Economies, however, this comparison (5) leaves much 

to be desired. ~ben output x or factors (lx, Sx) 

used in sector x confer E.E. on some other sectors, 

y,z of the Economy, the acceptance or rejection of a 

technique on the basis of comparison (5) would not do 

justice to the project in question. Suppose sectors 

y or z benefit from E.E. generated by x or lx or Sx. 

Then if we assume, for simplicity, thet yam z are 

also produced undor conditions of constan~ returns 

to scale, we can write 

y = y(ly' sy,x) = Y1l ¼ YsS + YxX 

Similarly z = z11 ¼ z6 s ¼ zxx 

where y11 = '17 etc ••• 

x,y,z = oulputs x,y and z 

lx,sx = factors used in sector x. 

i~ere there are factor-generated technological E.E. 

write Y (11, sy,lx,sx) for example, instead of 

y (ly,sy,x}. 

If y and z are the yearly outputs, the total 

external effects (Ex) conferred on y and z by x 

from year 1 ton are: 

Ex -i -
n 
~ zx x ..•••••.. (6) 
1 

The assessment of the social value of the two 

techniques should take Ex. into account, i.e., 
l 

comparison (5) should become that of 

Who re ,JJ. x · (K) 
;!... l 

·1 

,lx{K) with l-i{L) 
1 l 1 l •••••.•...• 7 

= ~r x(K) ¼ E(K) 
<,r 1 xi 



and ~i.(L) 
l. 

i. e., the 1social 

= g x.(L) ~ E(~~ 
1 1. (k) 1. (L) 

value x1. and x of the i 
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two tecnniquos Kand L respectively includes both tho 

time series of outputs nroducod by them and the timo 

series of External- Econ~mios E(~) and E(~) the two 

tochniques would gGnorato, from year 1 to U, U being 

the year interested in. Comparison should bo made 

between these social values, and which technique is to 

be chosen depends on whothor 
U -(K) U -(L) 
~xi ~ tX{ 

Since all these output figures aro expected future values 

some discount has to be made. 'rho introduction of U 

is one way of discounting them: any output produced 

beyond U is discounted to zero, and any output up to U 

has its full undiscountod value. 

Similarly, when E.E. accrue in the forms of 

cost cheapening, the proooduro remains the sama. If as 

x expands, factor price W becomes cheaper in y-sector, 

than 1 ~ is a measure of this cost saving in any ono 
Ya:x; 

year. Output y will usually expand to fulfil! marginal 

conditions. If y- surplus is reinvested, these 

annual cost savings will haves time series themselves. 

This is due to x, and therefore, in the evaluation of x, 

this cost savings time series will hevo to be deducted 

from the cost of x-production. Thus the social costs 

of x a re lower than its pri vat o costs. This case is 

loft to the reader to visualise in more detai 1. 

1. An Bltornativo method of discounting future output 

is to apply an arbitrary discount rate p = _j_ and 
p i-(K) . n i- (L) 1 + r 

compare ,1 p :x:i w1 th rp :x:i (n is the life of a 
· t 'f · t · 1 d t 1 t f proJoc ; 1 a proJoc 1s assume o as or ever., n=·m 
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(Footnote 3 continued) 
If a rate of technological progrfSS e = om(t )is allowed 

n 1 -lK, n i - L 
for, the above become: 'f. p 01 x1 and I: P C1 x1 whore 

mt mi 1 1 9-= e =e where t takes all vslues i from year 1 ton. 

The E.E. goneratod by the two techniques need 
not be the same. The capital intensive technique 
for example, may give rise to technological or pecuniary 
E.E. or both, while the labour intensive technique may 
not do so to the same extent. Looked at in this light, 
the capital, or labour-intensive techniques may best be 
applied in one country rather than in another, in the 
same country at one time rather than at another, 
depending, beside factor endowment, on the economic 
conditions, the stage of economic development, the 
atmosphere of growth. 
(E.G., Spirit of enterprise, of enthusiasm following 
an indcpondoncc movement, and so on). These are at 
least partly accounted for by Ex.• Capital intensive 

l 
techniques, for example, would postulate as prerequisite 
conditions the existence of some skilled labour, a certain 
state of 'the arts, a certain atmosphere in which it can 
survive and prosper. Without a suitable atmosphere, 
it would be abortive and doomed to prcmsture extinction. 
An often ci tea example is the case of Pakistan who.re 
mechanisation of agriculture took place at a time when 
skilled labour was not available. Tractors broke down 
and could not be fixed, duo to the absonce of mochanics, 
garage and service stations etc ••• 

In such cases, capital intensive techniques vre 
to die of suffocation and inanition, not having the E.E. 
needed; and would not generate any E.E. In these 
situations, labour intensive methods may generate more 
E.E. It would be advisable to use labour intensive 
techniques in earlier stages of economic development -
except whore machines are necessary substitutes of 
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of skilled labour needed and not available - to 

build up conditions favourable to oconomic growth, 

e.g., dams, roads, etc .• 
When those conditions arc mature, when 

awakening has tskon place, tho adherence to the 

tradition8l labour intcnsivo method may have the 

effects of po rpotli-a ting low productivity and slowing 

down economic growth. Those arc necessary conditions 

for a technique to generate E.E. This is important, 

ospocially in underdeveloped countries where capital 

stock is small, msrginal efficiency of capital high, 

Dnd the offeots of E. E. arc all the more pronounced than 

they mould be in developed countries. 

The introduction of E.E. might roverso tho 

choice 111ado without them. If, for example, the excess 

of E*t) over Eif) is le.rgo enough, then, adding them up 

to the total products, strcE:ms may mako the surplus of 

L greater than that of K, thus swinging our decision in 

favour of Lon the very grounds of surplus maximization 

(2). Labour intensive tochni~uo in such a case would 

maximize both currant snd future output, i.e. both 

currant output and the rate of growth of that output. 

The same thing could be said about K technique if 

Ex(~) is sufficiently ~er than E(L). Thus the 
l Xi 

consideration of E. E. may cause a project or tochniquo3 

re jocted to be 1:,ccoptcd and vice versa. 

----------
3. Project and technique could be used inter

changeably here es only the best technique would be 

chosen for each pro jcct, end thus for each project, 

only one technique is rolovant.f Thus, in terms of 

fig. 14 , if · t ho to ta 1 pro au c t c u r v o f ( 1 , s lf) 1 i e s 

entirely below tho cost curve (OW), the project would 

be rejected. 1'vith the introduction of Ex, it might 

well be accepted. That is the case of most overhead 



Investments. Railways, for example, involve heavy 

initial expenditures and lossos parheps~ but th~tr 

contribution to national income and welfare will 
justify their being undertaken. As External Economics 

Ex do not accrue to x-producors, a subsidy would havo 

to be paid for x to be undertaken by privato 

ontreponours. Theso subsidies may bo financed by taxes 

raised on beneficiary sectors. If x is a public sector 

no subsidy would be needed: this public business may 

sfford to run at £, loss, which loss could be rmde up by 

taxes rsised in the Economy as a whole. 

Thus, in the assessment of the social merit of 

an Investment technique, comparison (j) should have to 

be used instead of (5). In other words, the choice of 

Investment techniques made in the light of this overall 

picture may be entirely different from that made by using 

other cri taria. It would be different from "Polak -

Buchanan-Kahn-Chencry2 , from Galenson-Lcibenstoin3, from 
Scn's4 conclusions. 

--------- ·-------
1. This problem has boon discussed in OE'rlior chapters 

(eh. 111. & lV). 
2. J. J. Polak ( 18) pp 208-40; N. S. Buchanan ( 2 )eh .. 6, 

A.E.Kahn (9) pp 38-61; H.B. Chonory (4) pp.76-96 .. 

3. w. Galonson & H. Leibenstein (7) pp. 343-70; 

4. A~K. Sen (22) 561-84; (23)pp. 466-84;(24) 

------- ------
Fig. 14 could be adjusted to reflect E.E.. very roughly .. 

In fig. 15, fa et or-gone ra tea E. E. a re s hewn. In y-soctor 

tho short run production function y(s;,11 ) is shown in 

quadrant m. 1.'1ith 8 given capital stock sJ (not shown}, 
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I 

II 

the employment of 1; will produe?o y. If lx generates 

E.E. which benefit y, then 1~ will raise y by 

f'i Y= y - ylf(quadrant 11 whore only the contribution of 

lx to y is shown).. That 6 y is usually added to y in 

quadrant 111, but is really attribut0blo to lx .. Thus 

in the assessment of the social merit of x, /1, y should 

bo added, not toy (in quadrant 111) but to x (in 

quadrant 1), after being converted into appropriate units. 

This would bo equivalent to tho pertit:,l production 

function x (lx, s;) being shifted upward, which would 

push both point K (surplus maximizing 2) snd L (output 

maximizing 1) to the right, provided factor prices do 

not change. This implies a greater labour absorption 

for both techniques, and a larger re-Investment surplus. 



y 

In figure 16, output-generated E.E. arc shown. 

A given of x produced (quadrant 1) is shown to increase· 

the production of Z by ~z = Z-Z§(quadrant lV). This 

6Z is usually added up to rz!E (lz,Sz) in quadrant 111, 

produced with a given capit~l stock Sz (not shown), and 

1! . In fact, this !Jz is attributable to the presonco 

of output x, and thoreforo should bo added toxin the 

assessment of the latter's social merit. The shape of 

E.E. is convex to origin in fig. 16, concave in fig.15. 

This reflects the fact that, at certain stages, E.E. 

may exhibit increasing returns before eventually reaching 

the diminishing returns phase. Thus, considered in 

isolation, only xR is imputed toxin both casos. Bnt 
with E.E., x = xR ± 6y ±6z , or more precisely 

i = XR ± ~y Pi± ~ZP2 where P1= Py 
Px 

P2= Pz 
Px 

i.e., x is tckon as unit of moasuromont. This roughly 

corresponds to our i in (7) above, in a psrticular year. 

In terms of fig. 14, the long run social total product 

curve thus corrected would lie above LTPk or LTPL 

respectively, as the case may be, when 3.E. arc present 

~na below them ~hen external Diseconomics prevail. 

If the surplus of output over cost roalis ad in 

each sector is ro-invcstod, x,y,z, will grow at an 

cxponcntiel rate. In figure 17, K end L represent 

the time scrief 
X 

y(i:( t),{) 
L 

,, 
(t) 

---------of+me 
R time 

Fig .. 17 
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of output x producod by adopting the capitel -, and 
labour-intensive techniques respectively~ The full 
lines K & L show their rato of growth in the absence 
of E.E. Lebour intensive technique (1) gives a 
greater initial output but loss surplus available for 
re-Investment and consequently e slower ~ate of growth 
than the capital intensive technique (K) would give. 
Provided t is large enough, there would eventually 
come a period R1 where the cumulative output ~reduced 
by K-technique will catch un with that produced by tho 

L-technique, i. o. ~ x~K) = ~ x~L) 
i=1 1 i=1 1 

1.. R is called "P0riod of Recovery" by A. K.- Sen 

(24) p. 32 & 33. 
For any period of time to the loft of R., L-technigue 
is to be preferred; and to the right of R, K-tochni~ue 
is to be chosen. 

Now if x confers E.E. on some other sector y, 

the time series of y(t) (fig. 18) will shift upward, and 
becomes the b rokcn lino y ( t ,x( t) in fig.- 18. The 
producers of y reap where they have not sown: this net 
increase in y duo to output x is really attributable to 
x, end should be added to Land Kin fig. 17. This would 
be equivalent to an upward shift of Land K, and normally 
displace R to the right. 

Whon technological E.-E. arc generated by factor 
lx, L (fig • .17) would shift upward more than vuould K, vs 
it employs relatively more labour. This will mo-iz-o R 

to R1 to the right of R, in favour of L-tcchniquc. In 
the absence of E. E •. , any period of t imc longer than R 
v.:ill speak in fsvour of K-tcchniquc.. Now the period 
R R1 would be in favour of L: The arrival of R has 
been delayed by E.E •. 



On the other hand, if E.E. are generated by Sx, 

K would move upward more then would do L, thus shifting 

R to R" (R" being to the loft of R), thus tilting the 

choice in favour of K. technique. Any output during 

period R"R would be produced by L-Technigue, in the 

absence of E.E., and by K. Technique, when E.E. prevail. 

E.E. thus bring period R about sooner. 
I'he effects of pecuniary E. E. may be 1:lnf,lysed in 

a similar way: When y-sector benefits from cheaper 

fector price w, es a result of x-cxp~nsion, or lx used 

in x-scctor, y-producers will emnloy more labour 
(1(K1 ) instead ~f l(K)in fig. 19) end expand output y 
from y(K) to y(K1 ) if they are to equate Marginal 

productivity of labour to real wage; i.e. if they use 

capita 1 intensive technique. Re-invest ible surplus 

may be greater, 

1 y 
depending on the extent to which W fells. In any 

case, in terms of fig. 18, the time serios Y(x(t),t) 

will be higher than y(t) snd the intercept of Y(t,x(t) 

with the y-axis would bo higher than that of Y(t). If 
y-producers have chosen to m2ximizo output y (y(L) in 

fig. 19) before, they would not employ any more le bour 

end produce any moi"C output, as output has bocn 

maximised. But the ra-invcstiblc surplus of output 

over labour cost as e rcsait of x-genorated pecuniary 

E. E. in the form of w-choapening will bo larger, and the 

reto of growth of y will be faster. In terms of fig.18 

Y (x(t),t) will have the same origin cS Y(t) at t:o, 

but will then diverge from y(t) in the upward direction 
as t irno goes on. 
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Similarly, if x-gcnerated E.E. accrue in the 

form of r-choapening, with the same initial surplus, 

a greater capital stock would be obtainable, which 

implies an upward shift of y(l,s) and a greater 

reinvestible surplus of y over labour cost if W remsins 

unchanged. This means both o higher origin for y(t) 

at t=o and a greater rate of growth of y over time. 

All these benefits of E.E. are, of course, due 

to x, Dnd should be taken into account in the essessment 

of tha socisl value of Investment techniques usod in x. 

This could bo dona by adding theso streams of T~ • . :~. to 

the K & L lines of fig. 18. The result would be a 

displecoment of R, which will alto:r the choice made 

without any considorrtion paid to :B;.. E.. Again, taxes 

and subsidies may prove necessary for private 

ontrcpenaurs to undertake the production of x1, 

The reverse of this all could bo said about 

External Diseconomias. 

1. This point has been discussed earliEJr. eh. 111 & lV 

and footnote 1 p~69. 

-------
The appr2issl of Investment Techniques is thus to 

be r.i.ado in the light of this dynamic ovora 11 picture, 

vvhero E. B:-. play an important pa rt, rather than in 

isolation. tVhore no E.E. exist or 811 E .• E .• ara 

exploited, the private and social values of Investment 

Techniques era the same, but whore E.E. arc present, 

thoy diverge-. This problem is vary important, as a 

wall chosen Invostmont Technique is the core of the 

Investment problem, snd capital formation directly 

determines tho rate of economic growth. 
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Chapter VI 

EXTERNAL EOONOMIES AND BALANCED GROWT~ 

The idea of correlated growth linked with EE goes as far back as 
A. Marshall: "The growth of correlated branches of industries which 

mutually assist one ano-;her ••• 11 1. Next, A. Young and Rosefi~tein-Rodan2 

could be considered the heralds of the Balanced Growth doctrine. 

R. Nurkse3 developed their idea along ihe same line. Like A. Young, he 

interpreted A. Smith's market size in terms of demand: "Whore any single 

enterprise might appear quite inauspicious and impracticable, a wide 

range of projects in different industries may succeed because they will 

all support each other ••• " 4• A. Lewis5 joined in with a new emphasis 

put on the balance of Agriculture and IndustJ:1t, E:x:porl and home 

consur.iption. 

The balanced growth doctrine has been challenged by M. Fleming, 

J. Sheahan, R. Findlay, A.O. ~irschman and P. Streeten6• 

The concept of balanced growth scons to have a plastic meaning, 

susceptible of various interpretations. It may moan a simultaneous 

development of all industries, or, it may mean concentrated growth7; ii 

may mean the rate of growth of outputs as detemined by the community's 

marginal propensity to consUI:10 agricultural products as compared with 

1• A. Marshall f:13J, P• 441° 

2° A. Young f:31J, PP. 527-42; P.N. Rosontein-Rodan f:21J, pp. 202-11. 

3• & 4• R. Nurkse f:15.J, chapter I, especially p. 13 & 19• 

5• W.A. Lewis L12J, PP• 275-83. 

6. M. Fleming L6J, PP• 241-56; J O Sheahan L25J, pp. 183-97; 

R. Findlay f:5J, PP• 339-46; A.O. ~irschman f:8J; P. Slreetcm f:26J, 
PP• 167-90° 

7 .. J. Sheahan, for example, writes: "If balanced growih includes the 
case of concentrated devolopcent of one or a few indusiries, then the 
point is acceptable; if it is meant to support 'bhe policy of oatching 
production to demand changes by exPanding most or all industries 
sirultaneously, the position is untenable". f:25J, p. 184. 
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raanufactures8, or the rate of outputs growth as determined by the 

"pattern of consumers' demand for oach others' products" 9• 

In t~is paper, I shall define Balanced growth as accruing when 

all variables grow at the same rate. For example, a bsl3nced grorih 
. x v z (h • dx ) I of x, y, z ensts when - = -:,- = - w ere x = -dt etc.•• • 

X y Z 
shall examine the problem of balanced growth where EE are present, or, 

noro precisely, I shall examine the conditions of feasibility and 

desirability of balanced growth, under static and dynamic EE. 

FJ1\SIBILITY OF BALANCED GROWI'T{ 

I. STATIC EXTERNAL EOONOMIES 

When EE arc present, there are technically necessary conditions 

for balanced growth. When those conditions are not fulfillod,insisiing 

on balanced growth is asking the inpossible. The one-factor case will 

be exaninod hero, and the results will then bo generalised to the many

factor case. 

Consider the two 

= 

= 

production functions: 

x1L11(t), x2(t)J 
xJ12(t), x1(t)J 

whore 1. = factor of production (i=1,2) 
J. 

xi = output (i=1,2) 

t = time 

The proportional rates of change of outputs are: 

• . ox ox1 11 • 
...:t = 1 x2 

a:;-:- + 
a½~ x1 11-.x:1 

• 0~ 12 o½ • . . . 
_:g_ x1 

= a1 + er;--
x2 x2 x1 x2 whore • 2 x. 

l. 

8. W.A. Lowis L12J, p? 278 and 283. 

9. P. Streeton L26J, P• 170. 

• • • • (2) 

. dl. 1.; dx. l. = l. • :i =-_, 
dt dt 
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Or, in elas~ioity fo:rms, putting A. 
1 

l. 
1 

= - ; l. 
1 

elasticity of xi with respect io li 
etc ••• 

µ1 = 'Tlx1l1A1 + 'Tlx1½µ2 

µ2 = 'Tlx2l2A2 + 'Tlx2x1µ1 
••••••• (3) 

(1) One-factor case 

(a) Balanced growth of outputs, 

Equation (3) becones 
µ(1 - 'Tlx1½) 

Solving, ~1 = 

µ( 1 - 'Tl½x1) 

µ( 1 - 'Tlx1x2) 

~x111 

= 'Tlx1l/1 

= 'Tl½1?2 

= µ( = constant) • 

1,1,( 1 - 'Tlx2x1) • • • • (4) 
~x212 

A1 and A2 are the required rates of growth of inputs in this one-factor 

case with output-generated static EE, if balanced growth of outputs is 

to be achieved. In the particular case where (1) are hocogeneous of 

degree one in all their arguments respectively, in other words, where 

there are constant returns to scale, 'Tlx111+ 'Tlx1½ = 'Tlx212 + 'Tl½x1 = 1, 
and (4) bocoraesg 

• • • • • (4a) 

i.e., the balanced growth of outputs, when production is under constant 

returns to scale, requires all inputs to grow at the sane rate, which 

is equijl to the rate of growth of outputs thooselvos. This result is 

obvious enough: if doubling inputs would double outputs, then the 

conditions for doubli:hd outputs is doubling inputs, 
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(b) Balanced growth of inputs, i.e., A1 = A2 = A 

Equation (4) could be written 

""1 = i1x1l1A + i1x1½µ2 

µ.2 = il½l2A + i1½x11,1,1 
••••• (5) 

Solving i1x?? -1lx1x2 
1lx212X 1 

""1 = -11x1x2 1 

-ilx2x1 1 

~ A( 1lx111 + 1lx1x211½12) 

= 1 - 11x1~11½x1 

Sioilarly, µ. 
2 

A(i1½12 + 1l½x11lx111) 

1 - 11x1 ½ 1172x1 
• • • • • (5a) = 

In tho particular case of constant returns to scale in both 

sectors, this becomes: 

Sinilarly, 1,1,2 = A , or µ. = µ. = A 
1 2 •••• (5b) 

Thus 1,1,1 (i=1,2) arc the required rates of growth of outputs 

in two sectors if the balanced growth of inputs is to be maintained. 

1,1,1 dopend on the values of difforont elasticities. In tho particular 

case of constant returns to scale, the two wa1Tanted rates of growth 

of outputs arc equal to each other and e~ua.l each to the rate of 

inputs' growth. In the gonora.l case, these rates of growth of outputs 

are unequal to each other and to the rato of growth of inputs, i.e., 

1,1,1 I 1,1,2 :/ i (5a). 
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(2) Many-factor case 
Lot us now consider the case of many factors, 1. and s. (i=1,2) 

]. ]. 

in the two sectors, when there exist static EE. The production 

functions areg 

x1 = x1[ 11(t), s1(t), x2(t)J 

x2 = ½[ 12(t), s2(t), x1(t)J ••••••• (6) 

The proportional rates of outputs growth are: 

• 

• •• (6a) 
l:ii 

y. =- - (i=1,2) 
]. Si 

(a) Balanced growth of all inputs, i.e., ii= Yi= A(= constant) 

If we want all inputs to grow at a balanced ra1e, which, although 

actually a function of tiae, is assUr:J.ed ,for siraplicity, to be a 

constant (A) over tine. Equation (6a) now becones: 

µ1 - nx1x2µ2 = A(nx1s1 + nx111) 

µ2 - n½x1µ1 = A(n½s2 + n½12 ) •••••• (7) 

Solving, 

••• (7a) 
and 
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In the particular case of constant returns to scale in both 

sectors, i.e., (6) are homogeneous of.degree one in all their 

arguments, replacing Tlx1 s1 + Tlx111 by 1 - Tlx1 ½ and ilx1 s2 + Tlx212 

by 1 - Tl½x1 in (7a) gives: 

""1 = l 

1Jo2 = A 

or µ.1 = 1Ji2 = A •••••• (Tb) 

So if we want to maintain balanced growth of all inputs, i.e., 

A.= Y. where EE are present, the required rates of growth of outputs 
l. l. 

are given by µ.1 and µ2 in (7a). Put in another way, if factors' 

supply in a country grow at a balanced rate, then the rates of growth 

of outputs we could obtain are µ1 and µ2 in (7a). These IJ,i depend 

on the value of different elasticities, and are usually unequal to 

each other, but proportional to the rate of growth of inputs. Only 

in the particular case of constant returns to scale are tho two 

outputs required to grow at the samo rate which is equal to that of 

inputs, i.e., !J1 = µ2 = A in ( 7b). These results could be vorified 

by using the production functions of the forms: 
a, a, a, 

x1 = 11 1 s1 2 ½ 3 
a a a ½ = 12 1 s2 2 x1 3 

with ~1 + a.2 + a.3 / 1 and 

a1 + a2 + s3 I 1 1n the general case, 

and a.1 + a,2 + a.3 = ~1 + a2 + s3 = 1 in the case of constant 

returns to scale. The results could be obtained by simply replacing 

Tlx111 by a.1 ; Tlx1s1 by a.2 ; Tlx1½ by a.3 
~½12 by S1 ; ~½s2 by P2 ; ~½x1 by ~3 , in (7a)& 

A[a.1 + a.2 + a.3(S2 + S1)] 
""1 = 1 - a.3 a3 

l[S2 + a1 + a3<a.2 + a.1)J 
""2 = 1 - a.3$3 

fo the general case, and remembering that a.1 + a.2 + a.3 = S1+~2+a3= 1 



and similarly, µ. 2 = A 

for the case of constant returns to scale. 

(b) Balanced growth of each input in both sectors, 
• 

i.e., li 
= :A. 

li 
• • 
' si = Y; and 

Si 

Equation ( 6a) now becomes 

µ.1 - 1lx1½µ.2 = 

- 11½:it.iµ.1 + l,1,2 = 

11x1 ll + 11x1 s1 Y 

1'1½12X + 11½s2Y 

-'11x1½ = 

1 
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A/ Y (i=1,2) 

X(Tlx111 + 11x1½1'1½12) + v(Tlx1s1 + 1lx1½) 
= 

1 - 'rlx1 x21l½x1 

Similarly, 

µ.2 = 
:A.(11½12 + 11~x11lx111) + Y(1l½s2 + 11½x111x1s1) 

1 - 11x1~1l~x1 • • • (8a) 

Tb.us, when inputs grow at different rates, but each input grows 

at the samo rate in each of the two sectors in which EE appear, outputs 

must grow at different ra~es, (i.o., µ.1 / µ. 2 f A/ Y); insisting 

on balanced growth is advocating the impossible. 
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( c) Balanced growth of outputs (i. e. , IJ, 1 = 1J, 2 = µ, canst ant ) 

Jf inputs grow at different rates, but the same input used in 

one sector grows at the same rate as the same input in the other 
• 

sector, i.e., li s. equation (6a) becomes: 
--A.; ..1. = Y, 

Solving, 

li - Si 

'llx111A + 'llx1s1v 
11x212A + 11x2s2v 

= 

= 

). = 

V = 

1lx1 l11l½s2 

µ,['J1x111(1 - 11x2x1 ) 

µ.( 1 - 11x1x2 ) 

µ,(1 - 11x2x1 ) 

- 11½12'1lx1s1 

••• (9) 

- 11½12(1 - 'llx1x2)J ••• (9a) 

Jf (6a) is homogeneous of degree one with respect to all their 

arguments, i.e., constant returns to scale prevail in both sectors, 

replacing 1 - 11x1½ by 11x111 + 11x1s1; and 1 - 'll½x1 by 'llx212+11x2s2 
into (9) gives: 

A. = µ, 

V = µ 

or, ). = V = µ, • . • • . . (9b) 

i.e., if outputs are to grow at a balanced rate, inputs do not have 

to grow at the same rate, nor does either one have to grow at the 

same rate as outputs' growth rate, except in the special case of 

constant returns to scale (9b). The rate of input growth arc 

proportional to the balanced rate of growth of outputs, and their 

magnitude depcmds on various elasticities. 
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ll. DYNAMlC EXTEBNAL ECONOMlES 

We now turn to the problem of lila1~ced growth when dynamic EE 

exist. Output in one sector is now dependent,, among other factors, 

on the rate of ch~nge of output produced, or factors used, in the 

other sector. Only the case of one factor of production under the 

conditions of output-generated dynamic EE will be exami.ned here. 

The generalisation of the results to the many-factor case is left 

to the reader. 

Consider the two production functions 

x1 = x1(11 , ½) 

where xi, li are outputs and factors, 

xi = dxi etc ••• , t=time, i = 1,2 
dt 

The proportional rates of growth of outputs are: . .. 
• ~x :i 

Q 
x1 

= 1 + ~ x2 
a1 x1 1 x1 ½ x1 

• • 0 •• 

...:2. o½ 12 
+ 

x2 x1 • • • • • ( 10a) 
= r,--- ~-

x2 12 x2 x1 x2 

l:f the rates of growth of outputs arc a constant over time, 

and we assume they arc, 

i = 1,2, then 

for simplicity, i.e., • x. 
___!_ = 1,1, (constant), 
xi • •• ·2 

d xi it<x:-) = 
- x. 

l. = 0 
l. •• 

i. e., 
• x. 

Substituting this into ( 10a), putting _,L = µ, 
x. 

gives, in elasticity forms: l. 

µ, 1 = 'llx1l/1 + 

1,1,2 = i)½12A2 + 

• 

l. 
and l. -= 

1. 
1 

1'lx1i2µ.2 

'l'bc2xl·1 • 

>.. 
1 

•• (10b) 
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(a) Balanced Growth of Outputs, (i. e., ..L = µ, 

x. 

Equations 

Soving, 

l. 

10b now become: 

µ = 

µ = 

'llx1l/1 + ilx1ii" 

ilx~?i·2 + 1lx~?l 

µ(1 - 11:x:1~2) 

1\:x:1 11 

i=1,2) 

• • • ( 10c) 

A 
2 = • • • • ( 10d) 
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µ,( 1 - 'll½i:1 ) 

11:x:212 
0x i 

where il stands for elasticity, e.g., ilx1x... = ~ 12 
i::'. x2x1 

Thus, A1 and A2 in (10d) are the required rates of growth of 

inputs to ensure the balanced growth of outputs, when dynamic EE 

prevail in both sectors. lf 'llx1x2 = 1lx2x1 = 1, balanced growth 

breaks down: outputs would have to grow at an infinite rate(µ,= ) 

and inputs would not have to grow at all ( i.e., A, = o). 
l. 

x1 

x2 

For 

gives: 

This could be verified by giving (10) a form of, say, 

= 1~1 (x2l1 

= 1~2Cx1 )fJ2 

• 
xi = µ constant, (i = 
:x:i 

• • X 
or, ...:::::t. 

x1 

• 
...:?. or, 
½ 

•• • 
) xi xi 

1,2 , .---= -= µ, 
x. x. 

a, l. l. 

2 1'. 
1 - ~ 2 2 

•• 

When ~ i = 1 , only zero balanced growth is possible. 

• 
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• 

-li (b) Balanced Growth of inputs (i.o., = A, i = 1,2) 
li 

If inputs grow at the same rato A in both sectors, (10b) would 

become: 

Solving, 

µ, 1 - 1lx1 ½µ,2 = 11x111A 

µ,2 - 11½xl 1 ~12X ••••• , (11) 

µ, = 
2 

A(TJx112 + 11x111TJ½x1 ) 

1 - 11x1i 2 11½i1 

• • • • • ( 11 a) 

This could bo verified by giving to (10) a fonn of, say, 

x1 = 1~1 (i2)a1 

½ = 1~2 (i1)a2 
• 

f 1. 
or 1 A 

li = ' µ, 1 = a. A + al2 1 

µ,2 = a. A + a2µ.1 2 

Solving, 
µ, 1 = 

A(a.1 + a.l l) 
1 - a1e2 

µ. = 
A(a.2 + a.1a2 

2 1 - a1a2 
Thus, if inputs grow at a balanced rate, the required rates of 

output growth are given in (11a). They are not eq\.Uil to each other, 

and are both proportional to the rate of inputs' growth. 

In the special cases where Tlx?1 = -TJx1i 2Tlx212 , 1,1,1 = O; 

and Tl~l2 = -TJx11111½i1 , µ,2 = o, that is, only zoro balanced 
growth is possible. 
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If ~x1~ ~~x1 = 1, µ,i = and X = o, i.e., outputs would 

have to grow at an infinite rate and inputs do not have to grow at 

all: Balanced.growth is doomed to break down. 

DESlRAB!LXTY OF BALANCED GROWTH 

So far, we have examined the technical possibili~y of Balanced 

Growth. We have seen the rates of growth of inputs required to 

ensure balanced growth of outputs in different cases. Similarly, we 

have seen tho different rates of growth of outputs compatible with 

the given balanced growth of inputs. Wo have also examined tho 

cases where balanced growth is bound to break down. 

But tho.tochntcal possibility, where it exists, of balanced 

growth is no guarantee that balanced growth will necessarily occur. 

In other words, oven whore balanced grorih is technically feasible, 

it may not be desired by enterpreneurs who may find it unprofitable 

in the absence of subsidies. We now propose to examine the conditions 

of desirability of balanced growth. 

Comnon senso tells us that for investment to be desirable, 

ontrepronours must be able to dispose of their products profitably, 

i.e., there must be demand for their products. This seems to 

suggest that for balanced growth of outputs to be willingly under

taken, when it is technically possible, there must b~ balanced 
i ~ growth of demand, i.e., if ..i. = µ,, we must have ..! = µ, 
xi di ••• (23) 

(whore di= demand (i = 1,2) for outputs x1 and~) 

for investment in x. to be undertaken by entrepreneurs having 
1 

accurate foresight. We shall examine the conditions required to 

bring the rates of growth of di into lino with µ,, in the case 

consumers do not want to tako up all x1 and~ produced. 

Thus, wo require demand to have a balanced rate of growth to 

koep in line with production, i.e., ~ 8 t t tim d = = cons an over o, 
and we study the conditions required tg bring this about. 
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The demand functions may be written in the usual way as 

dependent on price and income, e.g., 

d = 
2 • • • • • • (24) 

(where y = income, i.o., y = 

= 

P2 
and price p is in terms of the first commodity, i.e., p = - ) 

P1 

Thus (p + 8) is price in terms of p1 , 

convenient to introduce. Demand for x1 

with a new origin wo find 

is written by way of 

residual 
d1 = y - pd2 ••••••••• (25) 

d2 = (p + 8)°'/ , replacing y by (p + 8)d2 , 

= (p + 8)°'df3(p + e)f3 
2 

= (p + a)a. +ad: 
a.+ f3 

= (p + 8) 1 - a 

The rate of change of d2 is: 

• 
d2 = a, + f3 

1 - p 

a, + ~ 
(p + 8) 1 - ~ 

.. 1 • • 
• (p + 8) 

And the proportional rate of.change of d2 over time,(romombering 

that 8 is a constant and 0 = o), is: 

• a, + @ - 1 . 
·a.+P 1 ° P -"P- (p + 8) - "' 

1 - f3 
a. + e 

(p + a) 1 - a 



• 
or p 

p + 8 

- • a, + Fl ___ P __ 

1 - e P + e 

= n 1 - ~ .-2-~ 
a, + p 

•••••• (26) 

• •.••••. (27) 

• 
where µ = sL ' (i-=1, 2) 

i di 

Similarly, 
d1 = y - pd2 

= 8d 
2 a.+e 

= e(p + e) 1 - e 

The proportional rate of growth of demand for x1 thus is: 

or 

• 

• 

a, + s 
• + e 1 a - 1 
P a. e(p + e) - p 

= 1 - f3 
(l + e 

e(p + a) 1 - s 

• 
a. + e P 

= ---1 - 13 P + 8 
•••••• (28) 

...;e._ ... 1-8 
P + a µ1 a.+ e 

• •••••••• ~ •• (29) 

i. e. , demand for the two products must grow at the same rate as 

output.a. 

84 
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For this to eventuate when people are reluctant to allocate all 

addi tiona.l income on the expondi tu.re of the co:rmnod:i. ties, in the 

proportion in vti.ich they are produced, i.e., when the income olastici ty 

of demand is different from unity, in other words, when the margl.nal 

proponsi ty to consume is different from the average proponsi ty, a 

change in rclati vo pri cos is a cond:i. tion 'sine qua non" to ensure 

balanced growth of outputs and of demands. The rate of change of 

relative prices required is gl.vcn in (27) and (29). 

I now examine the implications of assuming different values 

for price- and income-elasticities, i.e., for a, and f3 in (27) and (29). 

Caso (a) 

Caso (b) 

Case (c) 

Caso (d) 

• 

a,= -1 
• 

...lL ... 1-f3 = -.. 
p* JJ.13-1 ,... 

where p* = p + a, i.e., price with a new origin. 

a, = 0 

• 
...lL = .1-..=..1. µ. 

p* ----a-

a, = (J) ' 

- CD < a, < -1 

• 
..l?... 

p* = 0 

Put a,= -1 - e with e > 0 

• 
...1L ,,. _j_ c-1 + A - §) 

p* µ, 1 - 8 

1 6 .. -L{ -1 - --) 
µ, 1-13 

So ..I?... 
P* < 0 if 13 < 0 and µ. > O • 

and ...lL ""> 0 if 13 < -a, and u > o. p* ,.. 
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• 

Case (c) a= 1, 
p 

= 0 7 

Caso (f) S>1 and -m~a,~O 

0 ~8~CD 

(i) If la.I < la/ , • 
...l?... <0 p* 

(11) If la.I> /s/, • 
...l?... >0 p* 

Case (g) S < 1 

Case (h) 

Case (i) 

• 

8 = 0 

• 
...L > o ror la.I < le/ p* 

• 
...L < o for la.I > le/ p* . 

• 
...l?... = 

p* a, 
~ 0 depending on whether a,~ 0 

la.I=- le/ 
• 

...lL = + CD if P. < 1 p* 
• 

_p_ 
p* = -CD if B > 1 

..!.. = indeterminate if q = 1 
p* 

Id.mi ts of _p_ as t tends to infinity and zoro 

written as: 

p* 
• 

y = 
• + e 
p 
P + e where O = constant, 8 = o, could be 

• p - Yp = v8, whose solution is 

p = Ae yt - a whore A is an arbitrary constant. 

With the initial condition at t = o, 
p = A - a, or A= p + 0 

0 0 



The general solution of this difforontial equation is 

p(t) = (p + a)oYt - e 
0 • • • • • 

The proportional rate of change of relative price is: 

• 
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• (30) 

..L. = 
p 

which is, by division of 

fraction, 

= 
yO 

(p + a)cVi - o + Y 
0 

Thus, if ( 1) y < O and t tends to m, (p0 + e)eYt tonds to 0 

• 
..L. 

p 

-,.., vO 
---:/. v + cr=-o ----+ o 

If y ( O and t -> 0 

• 
..lL yO 

P ~ 'V + _p_+_O ___ C 
0 

if (2) y >O and t ~ CD 

• 
..JL -> y + Ye ~y p CD - 9 

If Y>O and t ~ 0 

• 
...L -> y + ~~ --> o • p 

This result could bo shown in figures 17 (for y > o) and 18 (for "' < 0) 
. . 

or, alternatively, for y > 0 and t-> co, we may wr.ito ..L.~ y 
• p 

as P---> yp and consider y as a slope of that linoarised :function; 

similarly, p = Y( 1 + ..L)p 
Po 



• 
E. 
p '{ >0 

.,, , - '( 
, 

, 
" , , 

I 

l 
0 time 

fig. 17 

• p 

'( 

p 

fig. 19 

• 
...l?. 

'P 

+ 

0 
JI" ,.. 

,, 
,,, 

.~~+~) - Po 

• l 
p 

+ 
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"'I < 0 

time - - -,,-

fig. 18 

y < 0 

p 
-~-._.,. - . -~(r+.!.) 

- - Po 

fig. 20 

Some conclusions emerge from the above analysis: For balanced 

growth of outputs to be desirable, oven when technical eondi tions of 

production arc all fulfilled, demand must grow at the same rate as 

outputs. However, in a free socioty, there is no guarantee that 

consumers would gear their consumption pattern to the rate of grorih 

output. Demand is a matter of taste, determined by consumers' 

sovereignty in their utility ma:ximization. This taste changes over 

time at different rates. As the community grows richer, the 

consumption of food and necessaries soem to grow at a slower rate 

than that of other i toms; in other words, income olastici ty of demand 

for food is less than unity. Similarly, consumers respond di fferontly 

to changes in rolati vo pri ccs, depondi ng on whether the conmodi ty the 



price of which falls, is a superior or inferior good. 

The 0.iff3,~ent cases above s'.-iow t'.,.e rate at w:c.ich relative 

0,ric :,s ~mst c:,a. 0.~ "e, iI1 order to 'Jrin::;- de:1and into line with 

out-outs all the time. If t:'-le corn. ,.odi ty is not pre:pa.red to take up 

everythi~~ that ~as been produce~, then the price of the unwanted 

corn~o~ity must fall rel?tively to ot~er ~rices, to an extent 

sufficient for it to be cleared. Case (c) for exa~1le, shows 

that if de a:,d is i::ifiT·i tel y price elastic, relative -prices do 

not !1ave to c an 8 in ord~r to brin:: l~alanced growt·1 of outputs 

a1;:' c1.e,na!1· ir.to 3-ir,9 with eac.'i other. Case (e) meac.s t:0 at if the 

i co,•!e elasticity of cb •and is unity, i.e. mar L•al _?ro;?ensity to 

co:~uIB e~uals avera. e proponsity to consume, no chan~e in 

relative -ri.ce,:, is ··.eecle' t0 1Jri:1p; alJout tb.e de !and cmtditions of 

bal2~ced rawt~. T~is c~uld be seen in fi .21 w~ere A 

fi:;. 2J. 

is t),.e i-.itial ·10::!.nt of equilibrium between the su 1,1ly of, and 

denancl for, t!1e two co.u ,o,;ities. ,3a12ncec' · r -n~:1 nf o~.-t--,,,t .:ea:ns 

t:1at t · a :1• n-:::us of all .-.,rocfrction p ·ints A, B, C •••• is a; strai,sht 

line goj~\ t rou h ori3in o, and t~e tan·ents to the relevant 

tra~sfor7ation curves at A, 3, Care all par~llel, i.e. the 

:car.;inal r2.te of tra11sfor··1ation remains u:,chanr::ed as outputs grow, 

·;ala:.ce:1. - rowth of de 1and i:n lias that t1-2.e locus of all relevant 

points of consu~ars' preferred ooeition A, B, Con the indiffer

ence c-..1rves I, II, II (fiq;.21) is aJ.so a .strai ht line going 

thro _h ori~in O, a~j the t~~~ents to t~ese indifference curves 

at A B, C etc .•. ,,,,.'e ai:1_ ·'.)arallel to one another. :Jalanced 

rowth of out nut a.10 de·1anc1 t (~re fora i · :, ies t:1at these two loci 
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in fact coincide v:ith each other, an,", the tan .ents to t}1e 

v ,rj_ou.s prod· ·ction nosi=;ibi ities curves (measurin the marginal 

rate of transfornation) also coincide with the tan'.;ents to the 

various indifference curves (measuin::· t:1e ro.ar.iinal rate of 

substitution). ·:rhese tangents also r.~easure t:12- equilibrium 

relative ryrice p which, a.s can be seer. t ,"oes not have to chan::;e. 

Chat is the ca":'e ,·,here....E_ = 0. 
p 

In ca;::;e (a) where price elasticity of der,1and is -1, the 

pro7lortional rate of chan,:;e of relative prices and. de:;;and vary 

inversely in exactly t:-ie sarie pro'1ortions, when relative price 

falls, relative de~and rises in the sane proportions. 

Simi"' arly, the r.e,:1ain° i1''.;' cases -show, for different values 

of inc0me and price elasticities, the required rate of ~rice 

changes to :.1ake balanced growth of desirable outputs. 

It is hoped that the above analysis sheds so~e li:ht on the 

pro')·· e·; of balanced :_;;rowth and helps remove so "'0 do,J.bts about the 

~r0bla 1. Thus w~en ~- ~. a~e present, balanced ~rowth is possible 

in ··o:cie ca.ses, i;:n0ssi'uJ.e in so ::e cth2rs. T~1e conditions necessaI;y 

to brin~ about balanced _·rowth have been suelled out, and it is 

easy to see t?1.at, unless ti-iese co:-..clitions are fulfilled, balanced 

growth is just a chi~era. T~e conditions of technical possib

ility of balanced 3rowth mi1ht shed so:e li~ht on both cases of 

"co ,-,le:,1entary" (I'-'urkse) an:' 11 co .. ,1etitive" (Fle:-,1in~~O) relation

S:J.ips betw~en industries. In the absence of technolo ical 

1rogress, insistL-: on balanced :;,;rowth of outputs w11e1 e in :mts do 

not grow at the required rate, is as~dn:;:; the impos ,j_ble: a 

;•co;:netitive" re 1 ationship develops. Like all neca.ssary conc1it

ions, the tec:mically necessary co,,ditions of balanced ;rowth are 

no .·::uarantea t:1at it .:ust occur: an a-ry,ropriate rate r:,f c1.8;:1and 

;rowth is also raquired,.if subsidies are not to be usod. T~at 

. tl L . ' · { 11 ) ,. · 1 t d d h is par y .,,wis case in reverse. -'-'ewis e ec·;1an growt 

(lo) - ) ,,, 1 :,ee .. ,.1,urKse 15 Ch .1 also R -.iur1::se 

.FJ.e 1inc; 6 '.Op 241-56. 
(1 ·1 ) ..• A .,. . 

-·- :,J. • :3:\9'1S 12 pp.275-283 
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set the ,:-ace and ~:ears ti-:.e rate of output growth to it. I 

let output.r; grow at a balanced rate and ::·ear the growth rate of 

de;·.iand to it, by ap,)r,:i7riate chan·:es in reJative prices. But 

t!lere are li its within which this cham:, can 11 do the tick": if 

foodstuff is to grow at a ~iven rate, there is little the 

chan.:e in relative prices can do, to t1ake people eat it all up: 

;:>rice -, and inco ie - elasticities are both important 

c0~siderations. These cases 8f eJ.2sticitios have bean studied 

in datail. above. 
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Chapter VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This thesis is an exercise in the classification of EE with 

some applications to economic theory. It is hoped that the classi

fication has served to spell out more fully a concept which is so 

often heard of, amd which nevertheless, has remained rather vague. 

The few applications are intended to clarify such controversial 

issues as the Marginal Theory of Distribution, the allocation of 

resources, the choice of Investment Techniques and the problem of 

Balanced Growth, in a framework where EE are present. 

Thus, the complete exhaustion of product, which is the core 

of the Marginal Theory of Distribution, has been shown to eventuate 

only in some particular oases. Where outputs are not produced under 

conditions of constant returns to scale, and there are EID, the 

payment to factors according to their social marginal product cannot 

exhaust social output (see chapter III). 

The study of the problem of resources allocation has shown 

that EID cause the divergence between social and private values. 

Competitive allocation guided by.the criterion of individual 

profit maximization ~d based on private values, falls short of 

(exceeds) the social optirnun figures,when EE (diseoonomies) are 

present. This proves the validity of the Marshall-Pigou argument 

~hat Government interference is needed to bring about Pareto 

optimality and save free competition at once (chapter IV). 

As far as the problem of Investment Techniques is concerned, 

it has been shown that, EE causing divergence between private and 

social values, adherence to private marginal conditions ( i.e., 

equating the value of labour's marginal product with real wages, 

leading to the choice of a capital intensive technique, or taking 

on labour till the value of its ma.rginal product is zero, leading 

to the choice of labour intensive technique) may both result in 
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a wrong choice of technique. Where there are no externalities, 

social and private values coincide, but when an Investment Technique 

generates EE, its private values understate its soicial merit. The 

choice is thus to be raade according to these social values, in the 

light of an overall picture. It is easy to see that the choice thus 

ea.de.would be different from the one actually made in the light of 

private values. Again, as these EE are not appropriable, truces and 

subsidies are needed for the right choice to be made, by private 

investors. 

The ohppter on Balanced growth is intended to help clarify 

a controversial issue. It has shown the necessary and sufficient 

conditions of balanced growth where there are EE. These conditions 

out right through the condusion whi6h has led R. Nurkso1 to advocate 

the simultaneous development of all sectors as a means of providing 

market for one anothe's product; and Fleming2, P. Streeten3 to 

conclude that the reverse is recommendable. In fact, it is easy 

to see that R. Nurkse1 after A. Young and Roscnstein-Rodan5; 

overconcentrating attention on the deoand side, only saw "complecent

ary relationship" in balanced growth, while M. Fleming2, absorbed 

with the supply side, only saw "competitive relationship". In fact, 

in Marshall's terminology~ the cutting is effected by both the 

upper and lower blades of a pair of scissorsi Our necessary 

conditions state the feasibility or otherwise of balanced growth, 

and our "desirability" condition (chapter VI) examine Nurkse 1 a 

complementary relations in detail, and in addition, the conditions 

necessary (changes in relative price) to tum "non-compleraentarity" 

into complementarity. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

R. Nurkse ~ especially ohaptor_I, ·pp. 
M. Fleming 6~p. 241-56 •. · 
P. Streeten · 26 P~· 167~90. 
A. Young 32 ,...PP• 527-42• 
Rosentein-R.od.aJl 'L '4,1J .pp. 201-11. 
A. Marshall L i J_j p. 348. 

4-31. 
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In -the study of the 'i'oasibili ty11 oondi tions, a sub-problem 

emerges for future investigation: Where EE are present, if inputs 

' do not grow at the rate required to have balanced output growth, 

what rate of factor substitution would be required in order to 

ensure balanced output growth. Tho problem may be formulated as 

follows: 

Condition (a) : Unbalanced input growth, i.e., 

• 
...L = A and 

l 

• 
...!L = y •••• (a.) 

s 

where A and Y arc two cons'tants different from 

ea.eh other. 

Condition (b) : Efficiency (i.e., full employment) growth, 

obtained by maximization of output x2 = 1~2 8 : 2 :x:~2 subject to 

a constant level of production = 1a.1 sa1 ~1 
x1 1 1 i:'. • (1) • • 

This could be dealt w.i. th by using La.grangean multiplier A*, and 

forming equation V (remembering that full employment is assumed, 

i.e., 1 = 11 + 12 and s = s1 + s2): 

First order conditions arc obtained by differentiating V with 

respect to s 1, 11 and"-* and setting them equal to zero; which 

gives efficient growth conditions: 

= 
a2c1-11) 

a./s-s1) 
• • tt • • • 

• 
Condition (c) : Balanced output growth, i.e., 

• • • • 

•• (b) 

µ, • • • • ( c) 



If factors grow at the constant rates A and Y, i.e., 

l = l oAt and s = s oYt 
0 0 

• • . • 
then 11 + 12 = Al and s1 + s2 = Ys 

= A.(11 + 12) - 'Y(s1 + s2) 
• 

Put 11 and s1 
-= A = y 

11 1 s1 1 

• 
1 

. 
__:z, = A ~ = Y2 12 2 s2 

~ = p 
11 

Thon i1 + i2 = A-(11 + 12) 

or, A- 1 + A2p = A(1+p) ( ) 
• • • • • • • • 2 

Similarly, s1 + s2 = Y(s1 + s2 ) 

or Y.1 + y 2 s2 = y( 1 + s2) 
s1 s1 

= 

and 12 = 1 - 11, replacing :g_ by 

s1 

p 
from eondition (b), gives 

y(1 p) •••• (3) 
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We now have to satisfy the throe equations (c), (2) and (3), 

in 5 unknowns A1, A2, Y1, Y2 and ~. If the constant µ 

happens to be the valueµ dotormined by the technical produc,ion 

conditions compatible with the rates of input growth and efficiency 



conditions, wo arc left with 3 equations in 4 unknowns. The usual 

way to solve them is to assign to enc of the unknowns an arbitrary 

value and solve the syst~m in tGrns 

assune 12 constant here, and have 
11 

of it. Another way is tc 

er ;\2 = ;\1 . . . . . • (4) 

And (2) gives ;\/ 1 + p) = ;\( 1 + p) 

er ;\1 = A • . • . • .(5) 

Thus WO have 2 equations in twc unknowns y1 ' y2 i. c.' 

~ y - 132Y 2 = (a,2 - a.1 )A + (cr2 - cr1)µ 1 1 

y1 + 
a.i2 .. P 

= Y( 1 + °'1 82 p) 
a.2S 1 Y2 

°'281 

which could be solved for Y1 and y2,. However, this is true only 

for tho particular case where µ as dctorn:i.ncd by the systcn 

happens to be the constant rateµ at which wo want outputs to 

grow, and ;\1 = ;\2 = A happens to satisfy efficiency conditions (b). 

';lli3t is needed is a general answer to the question,. 

Finally, it is inportant tc bear in r.rl.nd the difficulty of 

onpirical measurement of E~, as various factors arc so entangled 

that it is rnther inpossible to isolate and identify thoo with 

absolute certainty~ For exanple, when a firQ oJtl)oriences a better 

profit, :i_t is difficult to say which part 0f that profit is duo to 

tochnologi ca.l progress, to windfall 0lor.10nts, t0 internal oconorni os 

and finally to EE. The blurred lino of demarcation botwoon 

technological and pecuniary, factor and output-generated, EL also 

consti tutos another d.iffi cul ty.. All these practical di.ffi cul ti as 

whi eh surround us should warn us against the danger of 1.neonsiderate 

applications of the results of this analysis for any policy 

roc01:mondation, wi thcut specific and careful consideration~ 
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